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ABSTRACT
The North American monsoon is central to Southwestern climate and is a research
focus in climatology. Of the various monsoon paleoclimate proxies, precisely dated and
seasonally resolved tree-ring records offer unique opportunity for contextualizing modern
instrumental observations and climate model projections. Focused on latewood, the darkcolored sub-annual component of conifer tree rings that forms in the late growing season,
this dissertation research represents a systematic effort to diagnose the tree-growth
response to monsoon climate, to develop a replicated network of monsoon-sensitive
chronologies, and to characterize monsoon paleoclimate variability in the southwestern
United States. A pilot study using latewood measurements from five locations assessed
seasonal climate response sensitivity to various chronology development techniques.
Results informed a protocol for chronology development, which was used to produce a
unique network of 53 monsoon-sensitive latewood chronologies for the southwestern
United States. A chronology subset was used to develop the first monsoon precipitation
reconstruction for a large and important region of the southwestern United States and
northwestern Mexico. This reconstruction revealed monsoon paleodroughts more
persistent and extreme than any during the instrumental era and indicated that the
southwestern decadal droughts of the last 470 years were characterized not just by coolseason precipitation deficits, but also by persistently dry monsoon conditions. The
previously noted tendency for winter and summer precipitation to be out of phase was
found to be unstable through time and anomalously strong during the recent instrumental
era. The paleoclimatic significance of the new sub-annual chronology network was
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characterized in terms of chronology signal strength, climate response seasonality, and
dominant spatiotemporal structure. With only a few exceptions, the latewood
chronologies were found to contain monsoon-specific climate signal that was not
available from previously existing records of annual tree-ring width. Principal
components analysis revealed that the chronology network captures both temporal
variability and spatial structure inherent to monsoon precipitation. As such, proxy data
developed in this dissertation are unique are uniquely suited for studying spatiotemporal
variability in monsoon paleoclimate. Outcomes from this dissertation are broadly relevant
in environmental research and could potentially inform long-term strategies for adaptive
management of natural resources.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Climatic setting of the Southwest
This work is focused on southwestern North America, particularly the broader
Arizona-New Mexico region, which, for brevity, is hereafter referred to as the
“Southwest.” The Southwest is influenced by two precipitation regimes that are distinct
in terms of seasonality and large-scale climate dynamics (Sheppard et al. 2002).
Precipitation during the cool season (i.e. October-April) is delivered by frontal storms
associated with transient cyclones embedded within mid-latitude westerly circulation.
The polar jet stream typically follows a synoptic scale ridge over the intermountain west
and the winter storm track has the greatest influence on the West Coast and Pacific
Northwest regions of the continent. Occasionally, and more often during El Niño years,
winter high pressure that frequently exists over the Southwest breaks down and lowpressure systems deliver precipitation to the region (Woodhouse 1997). Recent research
has shown that the so-called Atmospheric Rivers of hyper-concentrated water vapor can
even influence the Southwest, passing through topographic gaps in the Baja Peninsula of
Mexico (Rutz and Steenburgh 2012).
In contrast, the North American monsoon system of atmospheric pressure and
circulation is responsible for precipitation during the warm season (i.e. late JuneSeptember; Adams and Comrie 1997). In boreal summer, the circumpolar vortex
contracts and the semi-permanent Bermuda High intensifies, expands zonally, and shifts
northwest over the Four Corners region. This anticyclone anchors the mid-tropospheric
subtropical ridge (see Figure 1 in Carleton and Carpenter 1990), which is hereafter
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referred to as the “monsoon ridge.” Establishment of the anticyclone and monsoon ridge
facilitates a regional shift in wind direction from westerly to southerly or southeasterly.
This change in predominate wind direction is greater than 120º, and therefore meets one
classical definition of a monsoon regime (Ramage 1971). The southerly and southeasterly
winds, along with the land-sea thermal gradient, play a key role in the mesoscale
advection of moisture over the continent from the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf of
California. Directly, or indirectly through evapotranspiration recycling, this moisture
combines with diurnal land surface heating and orographic lifting to produce vigorous
convective thunderstorms that deliver precipitation at the local and mesoscales (Adams
and Comrie 1997). The monsoon influence predominates over Mexico (Douglas et al.
1993; Figure 1), but the climate system emanates northward into the southwestern United
States.
The Southwest is on the margins of influence for both the monsoon and the coolseason precipitation regimes. As a result, one or both seasons are typically dry, and the
region is prone to frequent and prolonged drought. Climate acts as a top down driver for
the biophysical and social systems of the Southwest. Aridity is a primary factor limiting
freshwater resource availability across the region (e.g., Reisner 1993). A rapidly growing
population and a productive yet thirsty agriculture industry compound the water
availability issue (Liverman and Merideth 2002; Colby and Jacobs 2007). Climate
modeling indicates a strong probability for increased aridity under anthropogenic climate
change, and these projections are most consistent for the cool season (Seager et al. 2007;
IPCC 2007; Garfin et al. 2013). Conditions of the current sustained drought, ongoing
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since the late 1990s, may be an early manifestation of the region’s impending climate
regime (Weiss and Overpeck 2005; Seager et al. 2007; Stahle et al. 2009; Weiss et al.
2009; Williams et al. 2013). In terms of supply, most of the region’s surface water
originates in the high country of the Colorado. Unfortunately, snowpack and water
supplies from the Rocky Mountains are expected to decline with continued anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions and global warming. For example, Colorado River flows are
projected to diminish significantly by the mid 21st century (e.g., Barnett et al. 2008;
Barnett and Pierce 2009; Garfin et al. 2013; Vano et al. 2013). These expectations for
increasingly arid winters and diminished surface streamflow underscore the relevance of
the summer monsoon, which is a major factor in demand for the limited freshwater water
supplies that are available to the Southwest.

1.2. Significance of the North American monsoon
Monsoon climate variability impacts both society and the environment of the
Southwest. Although most of the region’s surface water originates in the high country of
Colorado, monsoon precipitation variability is important for the demand-side of water
management. Monsoon precipitation relieves urban water demand during the hot and dry
summer season (Ray et al. 2007; Carter and Morehouse 2003). For example, Tucson
Water, a municipal provider to nearly 800,000 people, reports an immediate decline in
their consumptive water demand with the onset of monsoon precipitation (R. Marra,
Tucson Water, personal communication). In some years, heavy monsoon runoff can even
partially replenish reservoirs in the Salt River Basin (Jon Skindlov, Salt River Project,
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personal communication), and as early as February, reservoir managers seek seasonal
precipitation forecasts to aid in “decisions regarding trade-offs between flood control and
water storage” (Ray et al. 2007, p. 1621). In New Mexico, water rights to monsoon
rainfall are not allocated under the Rio Grande Compact, and therefore water users in that
basin consider monsoon runoff to be “free water.” Wet monsoons can contribute
significantly to surface water supplies in the Elephant Butte Management District of the
Middle Rio Grande (Zack Guido, Climate Assessment of the Southwest, personal
communication). In Mexico, rural communities are not buffered by highly engineered
water management systems, and the monsoon can constitute an important water supply.
Conversely, summer thunderstorms can cause severe flooding, which remains a major
public safety risk on both sides of the border.
In terms of public health, monsoon rainfall promotes growth of fungal spores
responsible for outbreaks of the endemic disease known as Valley Fever (Comrie 2005;
Tamerius and Comrie 2011). Population numbers of mosquitos, the principal vector for
dengue fever and the West Nile virus, are also linked with monsoon precipitation
variability (Ray et al. 2007). Monsoon rainfall events reduce concentrations of
particulate matter in the lower atmosphere, providing short-term improvement in groundlevel air quality (Wise and Comrie 2005). Monsoon variability also affects ecosystem
health, notably through influence on wildland fire regimes (Swetnam and Betancourt
1998; Figure 2) and through the annual grass production that is critical to the cattle
ranching industry (Eakin and Conley 2002; Ray et al. 2007). The monsoon also facilitates
life for the floristic assemblages of the Sonoran Desert region, including the iconic
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columnar cacti such as the giant saguaro (Carnegiea gigantea) and organ pipe
(Stenocereus thurberi).
In most summers for at least the past several millennia, the monsoon has provided
plants, animals, and peoples of the Southwest with water and relief that are critical to
survival in the region’s scorching summer temperatures. The monsoon is widely
anticipated each year. Although conditions of monsoon meteorology vary by the hour and
day, considerable effort has been focused on understanding climatic characteristics and
variability of the North American monsoon.

1.3. Modern climatology of the North American monsoon
Many of the processes critical to monsoon thunderstorm development occur at
local spatial scales and diurnal or finer timescales (e.g., Adams and Comrie 1997).
Extensive research has focused on these fine-scale processes, culminating most recently
in the 2004 field campaign and findings of the North American Monsoon Experiment
(Higgins and Gochis 2007). Observational metrics such as precipitable water, convective
available potential energy, and dewpoint are useful for tracking monsoon activity.
However, precipitation, observed with instrumental gauges for decades at many stations
and for over a century at a few, has been the most common variable used to characterize
monsoon climatology.
A large body of research has focused on the spatial and temporal characteristics of
the monsoon precipitation variability. With a focus on warm season precipitation totals,
Douglas et al. (1993) describe that the monsoon has the strongest influence on annual
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precipitation over Mexico, particularly in Sinaloa and southern Sonora where over 70
percent of annual precipitation falls from July-September. The United States is on the
margins of the monsoon’s influence, and its contribution to annual precipitation
diminishes with distance northward from the border (Figure 1). Most station records from
northwestern Mexico exhibit unimodal precipitation climatology, while a bi-modal
distribution is more common in the southwestern United States (see monthly precipitation
climate graphs in Douglas et al. 1993; Comrie and Glenn 1998; Sheppard et al. 2002;
Liebmann et al. 2008). The average timing of monsoon onset varies across the region,
ranging from mid June in western Mexico to early July in southern Arizona and New
Mexico. Onset is delayed until late July or early August in northern Arizona (see maps in
Higgins et al. 1999; Liebmann et al. 2008), where the monsoon contributes as little as 30
percent to annual precipitation. East of the Rio Grande in New Mexico, where the Great
Plains Low Level Jet can deliver substantial precipitation, the summer rainy season starts
as early as mid May (Liebmann et al. 2008). In contrast, the broader region of Arizona
and parts of New Mexico west of the continental divide experiences its driest season in
May and June. This “fore summer” drought is part of the regional climatology and its
severity is a major factor modulating wildfire danger and public health. Across the
region, the monsoon ridge breaks down by mid to late September, and westerly winds
return as the Bermuda High weakens and retreats to the southeast.
Researchers have investigated the characteristics of and broader climatic context
related to interannual variability in monsoon precipitation totals. Myriad factors influence
monsoon precipitation variability (Adams and Comrie 1997). These factors are not
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independent, but rather compound and confound one another, resulting in a complex
interplay that presents a serious challenge for credible forecasts of monsoon conditions.
The large-scale factor most frequently cited is the strength, intensity, and position of the
monsoon ridge (e.g., Diaz and Namais; Carleton and Carpenter 1990; Comrie and Glenn
1998; Higgins et al. 1999; Higgins and Shi 2000; Castro et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2005;
Grantz et al. 2007), which acts as a steering mechanism for moisture advection and also
influences convective instability. When the Bermuda High is intensified and shifted
northward, the ridge becomes more meridional, and moisture is more easily advected into
the southwestern United States, leading to wetter summers. In contrast, when the pressure
is less intense and the anticyclone is stretched zonally and displaced to the south, the
anticyclone blocks moisture advection and monsoons are drier. The timing of monsoon
onset plays a role such that earlier (later) onset results in greater (lesser) precipitation
totals for the season (Higgins et al. 1999; Higgins and Shi 2000). Other factors at play
include the intensity of the land-sea thermal gradient (Turrent and Cavazos 2009), the
frequency and intensity of “gulf surges” (Hales 1972), easterly waves, inverted troughs
(Bieda et al., 2009), and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (Lorenz and Hartmann 2006;
Abatzoglou and Brown 2009). These factors all modulate the advection of moisture from
the oceans to the continent. But foremost, the monsoon ridge, with variations in its
strength, shape, and position, has been recognized as the principal factor modulating
monsoon total precipitation over the Southwest.
Interannual variability in warm season precipitation is not coherent across the full
spatial domain of the monsoon (Gutzler 2004); however, several studies have identified
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sub-regions with spatially coherent variability in monsoon precipitation (Comrie and
Glenn 1998; Gutzler 2004; Gochis et al. 2009). The most recent regionalization was
produced by Art Douglas (personal communication) for the North American Monsoon
Experiment Forecast Forum (Gochis et al. 2009;
http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/name/documentation/NAME_Forecast_Forum.pdf,
accessed 15 July 2013). This work used empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of
seasonal precipitation totals from station records in the United States and Mexico to
identify eight monsoon sub regions (Figure 3). The core sub-regions 1–4 are defined as
“1) Northwest Mexico: nominally, from the continental divide west to the Gulf of
California and from northern Sonora and Chihuahua (e.g., approx. 30° N latitude) south
to approximately Mazatlan, Sinaloa; 2) Arizona: from the Mogollon rim region
southward to approx. 30° N latitude and from the continental divide in western New
Mexico to the low desert region west of Phoenix; 3) New Mexico: from the continental
divide eastward to the Texas- Oklahoma border; 4) Mexican Plateau: the eastern slope of
the Sierra Madre Occidental from the continental divide east to the high deserts of eastern
Chihuahua and Durango. The other four regions fall on the fringe of the monsoon
influence and are defined as “5) Southwest Mexico: the coastal and highland regions of
far southern Sinaloa, Nayarit, and Jalisco; 6) Southern three-quarters of Baja California;
7) Mouth of the Colorado River and low deserts of California, Nevada and Arizona; 8)
‘Four Corners’ region of the Colorado Plateau.” These regions, particularly the first four
core sub regions, are loosely similar to those produced by other independent studies. This
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result indicates that within the greater monsoon domain, spatially coherent sub-regional
monsoon climate variability is robust and real.
The monsoon ridge is apparently responsible for variability between the core sub
regions (Comrie and Glenn 1998; Carleton and Carpenter 1990). To generalize, when the
ridge is more intense and shifted northward over the Four Corners, the Arizona and New
Mexico sub regions have wetter monsoons. When the ridge is less intense and situated in
a southerly position over Arizona and New Mexico, this area has drier monsoons. When
the ridge is shifted east, Arizona and Northwest Mexico have wetter monsoons and New
Mexico and Mexican Plateau are drier. When the ridge is shifted west, conditions are
opposite.
In diagnosing the broader climate context for monsoon variability over the
Southwest, numerous studies have consistently identified a tendency for dry (wet) winters
to be followed by wet (dry) monsoons. With analysis of instrumental observations and
with data from climate models, two dynamical processes have been implicated as drivers
of this seasonal precipitation antiphasing phenomenon. Tropical and north Pacific sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies have consistently been identified as negatively
correlated with monsoon precipitation (Carleton and Carpenter 1990; Higgins et al. 1999;
Higgins and Shi 2000; Gutzler 2000; Castro 2001; Castro et al. 2007; Castro et al. 2012;
Ciancarelli et al. 2013). While El Niño (La Niña) conditions are clearly associated with
wet (dry) winters in the Southwest, they are weakly associated with dry (wet) monsoons.
The other process implicated is a negative land surface feedback similar to that of the
monsoon in Asia, whereby a heavy (light) winter snowpack and its associated springtime
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latent heat flux delays (advances) timing of the land surface heating necessary for mature
development of the monsoon ridge (Gutzler 2000; Zhu et al. 2005; Notaro and Zariin
2011).
The SST and land surface feedback processes may be related. Higgins and Shi
(2000) posit that SST steering of the winter jet stream would influence the nature of
spring snowpack, and by extension the land surface feedback and related timing of
monsoon onset. For example, La Niña conditions might contribute to a northerly
displacement of the jet stream, a dry southwestern winter, diminished snowpack, earlier
timing of land surface heating and onset of the monsoon. In contrast, El Niño conditions
might drive a southerly displacement of the winter jet stream, a wet southwestern winter,
enhanced Rocky Mountain and Colorado Plateau snowpack, and a delay in the timing of
the land surface heating and monsoon onset.
If the phenomenon of seasonal precipitation antiphasing is robust, it would
provide a tangible predictor for seasonal forecasts, which are desperately needed by
regional stakeholders (Ray et al. 2007). However, it is worth noting that the SST and land
surface feedback connections to monsoon precipitation variability are nowhere near as
robust as those that exist for the region during the cool-season. Gutzler (2004, p. 4477)
recognized an inverse correlation between SSTs in the Niño 3.4 region and monsoon
precipitation, but concluded that the coefficients are “so low that little practical
prognostic value could be derived from them.” Nonetheless, research continues to
highlight the tropical and north Pacific teleconnection to the monsoon (e.g., Castro et al.
2007; Castro et al. 2012), which appear strongest during the early summer months of
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June and July (Ciancarelli et al. 2013). On the land surface feedback theme, Gutzler
(2000) and Zhu et al. (2005) note that the antiphase phenomenon and the snowpackprecipitation covariance appear to be strongest from 1960–1990, but are weak prior to
and since that period. Still, this phenomenon receives attention. It was subsequently
invoked by Grantz et al. (2007) and can be produced in model experiments with coupled
regional climate and land surface components (Notaro and Zarrin 2011).

1.4. Future climatology of the North American monsoon
Climate modeling of the monsoon is a notoriously difficult proposition (Stensrud
et al. 1995) that is complicated by parameterization of the manifold processes too fine in
scale to be resolved by coarsely resolved by global scale models. State-of-the-art-models
(i.e. Coupled Model Intercomparison Project version 5; CMIP5) offer some promise.
Cook and Seager (2013) focused on a subset of CMIP5 models that appear to produce a
peak in warm season precipitation over the core monsoon area and analyzed output from
model runs that incorporate expectations for the continued release of anthropogenic
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Their results suggest that climate change will
manifest not in terms of changes in monsoon precipitation totals, but rather as a delay in
the timing of monsoon precipitation onset, peak, and withdrawal. A seasonal shift in
precipitation of this sort would likely have severe consequences, particularly for natural
ecosystems.
In recent years progress has been made in downscaling output from global climate
models with higher-resolution regional scale models. Castro et al. (2012) and Bukovsky
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et al. (2013) used dynamical downscaling and report success in resolving finer scale
monsoon processes and also in hindcasting observed monsoon climate conditions. Those
efforts continue to mature as regional climate modelers work to identify the “meaningful
subset of models that can produce credible simulations of North American monsoon
precipitation“ (Bukovsky et al. 2013, p. 1).
While climate models are critical for gaining an understanding of possible future
conditions, uncertainties in model output continue to make this information challenging
to apply to planning and management. Assessing model skill can be accomplished by
comparing historic runs with observed data, but paleoclimatic data are needed to assess
future climate projections in the context of natural variability (Schmidt et al. 2013).
Climate variability also has strong implications for natural resources management and
long-term planning. Instrumental records for the monsoon region typically begin near the
turn of the 20th century or significantly later (Sheppard et al. 2002). The observational
record contains a limited number of realizations (i.e. ~100) and does not likely reflect the
full range of monsoon variability possible under natural, non-anthropogenic forcing
conditions. Paleoclimate proxy records could be used to address key questions regarding
long-term monsoon variability, its relationship to winter climate, and its forcing by
dominant modes in the large scale ocean-atmosphere system.

1.5. Paleoclimatology of the North American monsoon
The monsoon is a research focus for paleoclimatology, and tree rings are just one
of a number of proxies (e.g., Asmerom et al. 2007; Stahle et al., 2009; Barron et al.
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2012). Records from terrestrial and marine sediments and speleothems from caves
provide unique perspective on millennial-scale variations and trends, particularly
regarding the monsoon response to seasonal insolation changes from orbital dynamics.
For example, meta-analysis of paleoclimate records suggest that when summer insolation
was greater in Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes during the mid Holocene
(approximately 8,000 to 6,000 years before present), monsoon dynamics were intensified
and had significantly stronger influence over the Great Basin and the region that now
constitutes its northern fringe (Barron et al. 2012). Unfortunately, these types of paleo
proxies are not resolved at annual or seasonal timescales. Rather, their sampling
increment typically ranges from sub-decadal to centennial in resolution. As a result, there
is some question about the ability of these proxies to track interannual and even
multidecadal scale climate fluctuations. Truebe et al. (2010) produced a simple model to
simulate the formation of speleothem stable carbon isotope records. When the model was
driven only with seasonal scale variations, the resultant pseudoproxy records exhibited
little variance at seasonal to interannual timescales and were dominated by variance at
decadal to multidecadal timescales. This model experiment indicates that significant
background levels of variance in the proxy record could result from non-climatic controls
on the cave environment, such as subsurface water storage and mixing. The diagnosis of
exogenous environmental and endogenous system influences on the frequency response
of paleoclimate proxies is imperative. Substantially more work remains to be done in this
vein, even for tree-ring records. Still, of the natural monsoon proxies, it is clear that
seasonally resolved tree-ring records hold the greatest potential for learning about paleo
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monsoon variability at interannual to decadal timescales.

1.6. Dendroclimatology of the North American monsoon
Modern dendroclimatology originated in the Southwest and has a storied history
(e.g., Douglass 1914; Schulman 1954; Fritts et al. 1965; Stockton and Jacoby 1976; Dean
1988). The collective research effort has produced a dense network of high-quality and
annually resolved tree-ring records. These have been widely used to reconstruct
hydroclimatic variability (e.g., D’Arrigo and Jacoby 1991; Woodhouse and Meko 1997;
Meko 1997; Ni et al. 2002; Salzer and Kipfmueller 2005). The hydroclimatic variables
targeted in these reconstructions principally reflect variations in cool-season
precipitation. Even the gridded reconstructions of summer Palmer Drought Severity
Indices (PDSI; Cook et al. 1999; Cook et al. 2004; Cook et al. 2010) for the Southwest
reflect cool-season precipitation (St. George et al. 2010). The PDSI algorithm includes a
substantial autocorrelation component. For the Southwest, summer PDSI is driven
primarily by precipitation during the cool season. Although scientists in the Southwest
have long hypothesized that tree-rings might contain summer-specific precipitation
information (Douglass 1919), relatively little work has been done in this vein.
Substantive progress in extracting monsoon signal from tree rings has only been made in
the last few decades.
Annual growth rings in many southwestern conifer species, particularly
Pseudotsuga menziesii and Pinus ponderosa, exhibit a clear anatomical transition from
the light-colored “earlywood” produced in spring to the dark-colored “latewood”
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produced in the summer (Figure 4). These sub-annual components can be visually
distinguished and measured separately to produce chronologies with relatively
constrained, season-specific climate sensitivity. Over the 20th century, piecemeal research
was conducted to evaluate such feasibility (Schulman 1951; Fritts 1976; Winter 1976;
Cleaveland 1986; Baisan and Swetnam 1994) but researchers have only recently begun to
successfully extract a record of monsoon variability from latewood width (Stahle et al.
2000; Meko and Baisan 2001; Leavitt et al. 2002; Therrell et al. 2002; Wright and Leavitt
2006; Sheppard and Wiedenhoeft 2007; Stahle et al., 2009).
Meko and Baisan (2001) reported that latewood width can be closely related to,
and in fact, dependent on, earlywood width. Latewood width is largely a function of
precipitation during the monsoon, but is also partially a function of precipitation during
the cool season. Removing the earlywood-latewood co-variance and isolating the
variance unique to latewood can enhance a monsoon-specific climate signal. Meko and
Baisan (2001) computed the residuals of a linear regression as the so-called “adjusted”
latewood chronology, which is entirely uncorrelated with the earlywood record and can
be significantly correlated with monsoon specific precipitation. With this approach, they
developed a probability-oriented reconstruction for years with dry monsoons. About the
same time, Therrell et al. (2002) produced a systematic network of 18 latewood
chronologies from Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) in Mexico. They found strong
regionality in the climate response, with latewood chronologies north of the Tropic of
Cancer related to June-August precipitation and those to the south correlated to
precipitation in April-June. More recently, Stahle et al. (2009) utilized the latewood
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adjustment method and reconstructed both winter and July rainfall for northwestern New
Mexico, using the longest tree-ring chronology in the southwest, a 2,136-year series from
El Malpais National Monument (Grissino-Mayer 1996). These key papers represent
significant advances. In particular, the Stahle et al. (2009) paper established a model for
leveraging archived collections and an analytic for the comparison of winter-summer
anomalies and the larger-scale climatic context. However, as of 2008, this approach had
not yet been implemented systematically across the Southwest.

1.7. The Tree-Ring Monsoon Project
In Fall 2008, a University of Arizona research group led by Connie Woodhouse
was funded by the National Science Foundation to conduct systematic research on
monsoon climate variability using instrumental data and tree-ring records. Co-principal
investigators on the project included David Meko, Ramzi Touchan, Steven Leavitt, and
Christopher Castro from the University of Arizona. David Stahle from the University of
Arkansas was an official collaborator with some parallel funding from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. His goal was to measure earlywood and
latewood widths on specimens from the 1,000+ year chronologies in southern North
America, including the Southwest. I joined the project as a graduate student in Spring
2009 and in Fall 2010 was awarded a competitive EPA STAR Fellowship to offset costs
of my salary and tuition. Other University of Arizona graduate students subsequently
joined, including Brittany Ciancarelli (M.S. 2012) and Carlos Carrillo (current Ph.D.
Candidate) from the Department of Atmospheric Sciences. Holly Faulstich (M.A. 2012)
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joined the project from the School of Geography and Development with support from the
NOAA-funded Climate Assessment for the Southwest Project.
Primary goals of the Monsoon Project included: development of the first
systematic network of earlywood and latewood chronologies for the southwestern United
States (complementary to the prior research from Mexico; Therrell et al. 2002),
assessment of long-term variability in monsoon moisture, analysis of the relationship
between winter and summer precipitation over prior centuries, framing of instrumental
and tree-ring records of the monsoon within a broader climate context, and partnering
with stakeholders from the region in attempt to identify ways that information from the
project might be tailored for use within an operational decision making context.
Almost five years later, a suite of papers related to this research has been
developed through highly collaborative research (Leavitt et al. 2011; Griffin et al. 2011;
Faulstich et al. 2012, Williams et al. 2013; Woodhouse et al. 2013; Woodhouse and
Griffin 2013; Griffin et al. 2013; Ciancarelli et al. 2013; Brice et al. in press; Meko et al.
in review; Woodhouse et al., in review; Griffin et al. in preparation). To date, four
regional reconstructions of monsoon precipitation have been produced (Figure 5).
Beyond the academy, two technical workshops on the monsoon results have been hosted
for regional water resource managers (see http://treeflow.info/workshops.html), and
several other presentations have been made to stakeholder and general public audiences. I
was fortunate to have collaborated on each of these outcomes. With guidance from
Connie Woodhouse and other project faculty, I specifically contributed to the collective
effort in several ways.
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First, I spearheaded the development of the earlywood width and latewood width
chronology network. This involved selection of the historic sampling sites that would be
updated, participating in most and leading several field collection trips, and recruiting,
training, and supervising a cadre of undergraduate researchers to assist with the
preparation, dating, and measuring of update and archive collections. Ramzi Touchan,
David Stahle, and especially Holly Faulstich, contributed substantially to this effort of
developing primary (dated wood specimens) and secondary (numerical ring width
measurements) data. Holly Faulstich aided in quality control assessment of the data. With
some critical assistance from David Meko, I undertook the effort to process the ring
width measurements into standardized tree-ring chronologies. In total, the network
dataset is comprised of earlywood, latewood, and total ring width measurements of
948,077 rings from 4,377 radii representing approximately 2,200 trees at 53 sites
(including El Malpais). Of greatest relevance for the graduate degree, I led the research
design and writing for the three papers that form this dissertation, two of which have
already passed through the peer-review process and been published by professional
scientific journals.
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Figure 1. Spatial influence of the North American monsoon, illustrated as the JulySeptember fraction of annual precipitation across the Southwest. Reproduced from
Appendix C, Figure C1.
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Figure 2. Photograph of the “Guthrie” wildfire and a monsoon thunderstorm over the
Santa Catalina Mountains near Tucson in July 2009. The naturally ignited fire wildfire
burned for several days and was extinguished by the monsoon rains shortly after this
photograph was taken. Image by Daniel Griffin.
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Figure 3. Sub-regions of the North American monsoon, defined by the North American
Monsoon Experiment Forecast Forum using EOF analysis of instrumental precipitation
data (Gochis et al. 2009). See this document for their rationale and description of subregions:
http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/name/documentation/NAME_Forecast_Forum.pdf
(accessed 15 July 2013).
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Figure 4. Photomicrograph of four annual growth rings from Pseudotsuga menziesii from
the Gila Wilderness in southwestern New Mexico. Note interannual variability but also
variations in the light colored earlywood (EW) and dark colored latewood (LW) that
form in spring and summer, respectively. When measured independently, these subannual components can be used to produce season-specific climate records for the
Southwest. Modified from Leavitt et al. (2009). Image by Daniel Griffin.
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Figure 5. Map illustrating tree-ring network and spatial extent of four recently published
monsoon precipitation reconstructions.
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CHAPTER 2: PRESENT STUDY
As allowed by the University of Arizona Graduate College, this dissertation is
organized around a set of three scientific research papers. Two of these papers are
published (Appendices A and B) and the third article is formatted for submission to The
Holocene (Appendix C). Each article includes co-authors, but I spearheaded the research
design, analyses execution, and writing. In each case I am the lead and corresponding
author. The fine details of the research are presented in the appendices. This chapter
reviews the methods, results, and conclusions for each study, and describes broader
implications for the work.

2.1. Strategies for latewood chronology development
The first research paper explored data-treatment options for the development of
latewood chronologies with a goal of maximizing the potential signal for monsoon
precipitation. Archived tree-ring specimens for five Pseudotsuga menziesii sites in
southeastern Arizona were augmented with new field collections and the standardized
chronologies were compared with monthly and seasonal precipitation data averaged for
the region.
First, two previously published protocols for measuring latewood were compared.
One (Meko and Baisan 2001) excluded the false band from the latewood measurement
while the other (Stahle et al. 2009) included the band in the latewood measurement.
Exclusion of the false band from the latewood produced monsoon precipitation
correlations that were systematically higher, although not statistically significantly
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different than when the false band was included in the latewood. This makes intuitive
sense because all available evidence indicates that the false band is formed during the hot
and dry May-June fore summer, prior to monsoon onset. Second, two means of making
the latewood “adjustment”, necessary to account for the dependence of the latewood
width on earlywood, were compared. The previously published method calculated the
latewood adjustment at the site-level, while a new approach produced adjusted latewood
indices for time series from each increment core specimen. This core-level latewood
adjustment did not produce a detectably improved signal for monsoon precipitation;
however, it did facilitate a detailed assessment of the latewood dependence on earlywood
and diagnosis of the signal-to-noise ratio in the site-level adjusted latewood chronology.
Results indicated that latewood is much noisier than earlywood and that two to three
times as many trees (up to 11 trees total) were needed for latewood to reach the standard
threshold for expressed population signal. Results from a final analysis indicate monsoon
precipitation sensitivity does not decline with increasing biological age.
While climate signal in latewood chronologies was not found to be significantly
sensitive to the various techniques considered, this study established a protocol that was
subsequently used to develop chronologies in the rest of the network. It provided a new
framework for assessing signal strength in adjusted latewood chronologies. It confirmed
that latewood chronologies contain monsoon-specific precipitation signal that is not
available from chronologies of total ring width, the long-time standard in southwestern
dendroclimatology. It also demonstrated that through a dense network of several sites
across a small region, latewood monsoon precipitation sensitivity may rival earlywood
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sensitivity for cool season precipitation.

2.2. Reconstructions of cool-season and monsoon precipitation
The second paper was focused on developing a reconstruction of monsoon
precipitation over past centuries. The target area selected for the reconstruction was
monsoon region 2, which contains many of the new latewood chronologies and was
previously identified as a region where monsoon precipitation has co-varied on
interannual timescales during the instrumental period. Monsoon region 2 is large and
includes watersheds for the Salt, Verde, Gila, San Pedro and Santa Cruz Rivers, the urban
population centers of Flagstaff, Phoenix, Tucson, and Nogales, and a long stretch of the
Arizona-Sonora Border.
Precipitation data was averaged across the region from a NOAA-developed
gridded product and seasonal totals were converted to standardized precipitation indices
(SPI). The final reconstruction employs the longest and most sensitive chronologies from
region 2 to reconstruct June-August precipitation for 1539-2008 (470 years). The
reconstruction captures 45% of the variance in the instrumental record and passes all tests
of verification and predictive skill using independent data. For comparison, a companion
reconstruction of October-April SPI was produced for region 2 with the new earlywood
chronologies. The June-August monsoon SPI reconstruction points to several protracted
periods of dry monsoons, including one longer and another more severe than any
observed during the instrumental period. Comparison with the October-April SPI
reconstruction reveals that the decadal droughts of the last 470 years were characterized
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not just by cool-season precipitation deficits, as might have been previously concluded,
but also by persistently and extremely dry monsoons. Several of the reconstructed
monsoon drought episodes were linked, through reference to historical studies, with
social and environmental upheaval across the region.
In another analysis, the reconstructions were used to assess the interannual
relationship between winter and summer precipitation through time. Previously published
studies noted that during a recent period of the instrumental era, this relationship was
strong and one of opposition, such that dry winters tended to be followed by wet
summers or vice-versa. The tree-ring reconstructions faithfully capture strength in the
opposition observed in precipitation gauge data over the late 20th century, but also
demonstrate a breakdown and lack of consistency in the pattern back through time. The
reconstructions suggest that from about 1955–1990, this tendency for opposition was
stronger than during any other period in the last 470 years. It is somewhat ironic that this
is the period of record on which most monsoon climatology has focused.

2.3. Paleoclimatic significance of the new chronology network
The third paper presents the completed network of 53 LW chronologies. Through
systematic diagnoses of chronology signal strength, climate response seasonality, and
leading modes of spatiotemporal variability, the goal of this study was to demonstrate the
potential for using the LW chronology network to study spatial and temporal variability
in monsoon paleoclimate across the Southwest.
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Building on results from the first paper, across the network LW common signal
strength was found to be consistently weaker than that of EW. Results indicate that on
average across the network, over three times the number of individual trees were required
for LW to reach EPS ≥ 0.85, the threshold commonly employed in dendroclimatology.
Fortunately the LW chronologies are massively replicated and 47 of the 53 LW
chronologies do reach the EPS ≥ 0.85. Implications of the chronology signal strength
results include requirements for much greater sample replication through time and a
truncated period for which individual LW records should be interpreted as robust
paleoenvironmental proxies.
Most LW chronologies exhibited strong relationships with monsoon-specific
climate. Precipitation signal embedded within the LW network is constrained to months
from June through August, with little sensitivity for September precipitation and
inconsistent and weak sensitivity to September temperature. Important spatial and
species-specific patterns were detected in LW precipitation responses. South of 35º,
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii; PSME) is consistently and strongly correlated with
June-July precipitation. Across the domain, (Pinus ponderosa; PIPO) is consistently
correlated with July-August precipitation. Including PIPO will be critical for
reconstructing precipitation from June-August, especially north of 35º, where the PSME
response is dominated by June precipitation, which is not typically related to the
monsoon.
Rotated principal components analysis was used to assess the leading modes of
spatiotemporal variability in the LW data. Spatial patterns in component loadings and
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gridded precipitation correlations illustrate strong and discretely regional coherence in
LW. The patterns in gridded correlation between the leading component time-series
scores closely resemble the extent of monsoon sub-regions identified by the North
American monsoon experiment and other related studies. This result suggests that the
LW chronologies capture temporal variability and spatial structure inherent to monsoon
climate. Collectively, results from these analyses demonstrate the potential for using the
LW network to study spatiotemporal variability in monsoon climate, which is not
possible with any other monsoon climate proxy data currently available.

2.4. Broader significance
Synthetically, these papers represent an effort to understand the tree-growth
response to monsoon climate, to produce a systematic set of monsoon climate proxy
records, and to characterize past monsoon climate variability in the southwestern United
States. Results and data from this dissertation should be broadly applicable in
environmental research and are potentially relevant to long-term strategies for adaptive
management of natural resources.
Through development of seasonally resolved proxies and reconstruction of dualseason climatology, this work represents a substantive advancement for paleoclimate
with lessons that should be applicable beyond just the Southwest. Seasonal resolution is
an increasingly important topic in environmental applications of dendrochronology. The
methods explored and insight gained through the present study should be suitable to other
parts of the world, particularly for paleoclimate studies focused on warm season or dual-
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season precipitation variability from tree rings. The seasonal precipitation reconstructions
for North American monsoon region 2 provide a new benchmark for comparison with
regional paleoclimate records from other natural proxies such as sediments and
speleothems. The tree-ring specimens collected under the auspices of this project
constitute invaluable primary data. Most collections were updates from historical treering sampling sites, including many that had not been sampled since the 1970s or earlier.
In the few years since the update collections were made, forests at several of these sites
have been decimated by wildfire and insect damage. Drought stress is expected to
increasingly impact southwestern forests (e.g., Williams et al. 2013), and we are fortunate
to have obtained these update collections while they were still available. The collections
have been permanently curated in the archives of the University of Arizona Laboratory
for Tree-Ring Research and all numerical ring-width data will be made available through
the International Tree Ring Data Bank (ITRDB;
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html; accessed 15 July 2013).
The numerical tree-ring chronologies constitute invaluable secondary data. They
are seasonally resolved and precisely dated. Future work will employ the network of data
for assessing phase relationships in sub-regional monsoon variability, and potentially for
learning more about long-term variability in the strength and position of the monsoon
ridge, atmospheric conditions that control weather at the synoptic scale. The seasonally
resolved reconstructions offer unique long-term context for studies of modern and future
monsoon climate. Most instrumental records from the region begin near the turn of the
20th century, and the vast majority of research on interannual monsoon climate variability
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is focused on the period from approximately 1950 to 2000. The paleo reconstructions are
470 years long and indicate that the recent period is atypical in that the winter-summer
precipitation relationship was anomalously strong. The instrumental era has also been
largely devoid of dual-season drought, although the current drought, ongoing since the
turn of the 21st century, has manifested through precipitation deficits in both seasons.
Atmospheric concentrations of anthropogenic greenhouse gases have resulted in this
drought being warmer than prior decadal droughts of the instrumental era (e.g., Weiss et
al. 2009). But the updated tree-ring records indicate that the magnitude and duration of
the ongoing drought are (not yet) unusual within the context of even the last five
centuries.
Results from the reconstruction prompt new questions for climate science. For
example, what are the large-scale atmosphere and ocean conditions associated with
protracted monsoon dryness and the dual season droughts? What, if anything beyond
stochasticity, leads to transience in the interannual relationship between winter and
summer precipitation anomalies? Since these phenomena are robustly evident in the treering data and possible under natural, non-anthropogenic forcing conditions, are persistent
monsoon dryness, occasional dual season droughts, and transience in the winter-summer
precipitation relationship produced in climate model simulations? If so, models could be
used to learn more about the dynamical climate context for such events and how that
might be altered with global scale climate change.
At least at face value, climate science has broad implications beyond the
academy. On deeper levels, increasingly efforts are being made offer climate knowledge
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to stakeholders, planners, and decision makers in the real world. In particular, natural
resources managers adaptively anticipating the effects of climate change are eager to
understand the range of climate scenarios that could plausibly manifest in the coming
decades. Climate models have great potential for such questions, but models are complex,
biased, and can be unreliable at even hindcasting climatic variability for recent decades
when all boundary conditions are known with certainty. These shortcomings rightly
reduce the model projection credibility, particularly in the eyes of non-experts. In
contrast, tree-ring records are easy to translate and interpret, are reliable, and have
relatively low error. As a result, resource management practitioners have increasingly
embraced tree-ring reconstructions of hydroclimate (e.g., Rice et al. 2009). Paleo
reconstructions have been used for long term drought planning, in capacities ranging
from simple “worst case scenarios” to incorporation in complex water supply model
experiments. Connections between scientists and practitioners have largely been initiated
through technical workshops offered by Connie Woodhouse and Jeff Lukas (see
http://treeflow.info/, accessed 15 July 2013). These crash courses include a breadth of
information ranging from basic principles of dendrochronology to the fine details of
reconstruction methods and culminate with examples of use in applied water resources
management.
To investigate potential relevance of the monsoon project results for water
resources management, Connie Woodhouse and I recently hosted workshops in Tempe,
Arizona and Albuquerque, New Mexico. The workshops were attended by participants
from local, regional, state, and federal government, non-governmental organizations,
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private industry, and academia. Without structured survey, it is difficult to assess the
impact of these workshops. To date, outcomes have been relatively minimal. However,
follow up correspondence has occurred with a few individuals and organizations, and
requests have been made for subsequent workshops. For example, Tucson Water, a
municipal supplier, has expressed interest in paleo studies on the timing of monsoon
onset, which significantly modulates their urban water demand (Ralph Marra and Wally
Wilson, Tucson Water, personal communication). The Salt River Project, a regional
wholesale provider, is curious to learn more about the relationship between summer
temperature and monsoon precipitation, and also the frequency of extremely wet
monsoons (Jon Skindlov, SRP, personal communication). In a more concrete example, I
have recently been collaborating with climate modelers on a project related to projections
of urban water supply in the border communities of Ambos Nogales. The prospects for
future management applications of monsoon project results are rich, particularly through
the auspices and social networks of the Climate Assessment for the Southwest, a NOAA
funded program whose explicit mission is to connect stakeholders with climate
knowledge. However, in practice, successful connections between science and decision
making are challenging, requiring iterative collaboration, patience, and personal
relationships. Such a task is not well balanced with the research productivity expectations
and timelines for doctoral study, and the current collaborations remain in an early phase.
Climate variability is nothing new to the Southwest, where landscapes,
ecosystems, and society have been shaped by climatic extremes. However, anthropogenic
climate change poses a new challenge for sustainable existence, particularly in the realms
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of water resources and landscape management. The effects of climate change are
manifesting rapidly in the Southwest (e.g., Garfin et al. 2013), and resource managers are
diligently working to adapt long-term management plans to paradigms of non-stationarity
(Milly et al. 2008). Adaptation will be largely achieved through social and technological
processes, and climate science is but one, and perhaps a minor, part of the adaptation
equation. Nevertheless, climate science is providing planners with a plausible set of
scenarios for future conditions. Hopefully, with continued effort, results and data
produced by this research will constitute another piece of the puzzle.
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ABSTRACT
Tree-ring studies have demonstrated that conifer latewood measurements contain information
on long-term North American monsoon (NAM) variability, a hydroclimatic feature of great
importance to plants, animals, and human society in the US Southwest. This paper explores datatreatment options for developing latewood chronologies aimed at NAM reconstruction. Archived
wood samples for five Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Mirb. Franco) sites in southeastern Arizona
are augmented with new collections. The combined dataset is analyzed along with time series of
regionally averaged observed precipitation to quantify the strength of regional precipitation signal in
latewood time series and to identify ways of increasing the signal strength. Analysis addresses the signal
strength influences of including or excluding ‘‘false’’ latewood bands in the nominal ‘‘latewood’’
portion of the ring, the necessary adjustment of latewood width for statistical dependence on
antecedent earlywood width, and tree age. Results suggest that adjusted latewood width chronologies
from individual sites can explain around 30% of the variance of regional summer (July–August)
precipitation—increasing to more than 50% with use of multiple chronologies. This assessment is fairly
insensitive to the treatment of false latewood bands (in intra-annual width and d13C variables), and to
whether latewood-width is adjusted for dependence on earlywood-width at the core or site level.
Considerations for operational chronology development in future studies are (1) large tree-to-tree
differences in moisture signal, (2) occasional nonlinearity in EW-LW dependence, and (3) extremely
narrow and invariant latewood width in outer portions of some cores. A protocol for chronology
development addressing these considerations is suggested.
Keywords: Latewood, chronology development, Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii, North
American monsoon, summer precipitation, Arizona, false rings, carbon isotopes.

INTRODUCTION
The North American monsoon (NAM) is a
predominant climatic feature in northern Mexico
and the US Southwest characterized by large-scale
changes in pressure, wind, and water vapor that
translate to local-scale convective thunderstorms
across the region during the warm season (Adams
and Comrie 1997). The NAM contributes up to
60% of the annual precipitation in parts of the US
Southwest, and is a critical factor in maintaining
the region’s ecosystems that rely on a bimodal
precipitation regime. The NAM influences natural
fire dynamics (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998;
Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000) and modu*Corresponding author: dgriffin@email.arizona.edu
Copyright ’ 2011 by The Tree-Ring Society

lates demand for urban and agricultural water
supplies (Ray et al. 2007). Spatiotemporal variability in monsoon precipitation has been the topic
of extensive research in recent decades (e.g.
Carleton and Carpenter 1990; Douglas et al.
1993; Comrie and Glenn 1998; Gutzler 2000;
Higgins and Shi 2000; Castro et al. 2001; Zhu et
al. 2005; Higgins and Gochis 2007; Liebmann et
al. 2008; Turrent and Cavazos 2009), and robust
information on monsoon variability has implications for natural resources management (Ray et al.
2007). The research described here is part of a
larger study aimed at development of the first
large-scale network of NAM precipitation-sensitive chronologies in the US Southwest.
Although most dendroclimatic studies in the
interior Southwest have targeted cool-season or
87
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annual precipitation (e.g. D’Arrigo and Jacoby
1991; Grissino-Mayer 1996; Meko 1997; Woodhouse and Meko 1997; Ni et al. 2002; Cleaveland
et al. 2003; Salzer and Kipfmueller 2005; Villanueva-Diaz et al. 2007; Touchan et al. 2010),
dendrochronologists have long recognized the
potential of intra-annual ring-width (hereafter
‘partial width’) measurement for summer-season
climate information (Douglass 1919; Schulman
1942, 1951; Winter 1976; Cleaveland 1986, 1988).
Several recent southwestern studies have reconstructed monsoon-specific moisture conditions
using measurements of ‘‘earlywood width’’ (EW)
and ‘‘latewood width’’ (LW). For this work,
earlywood is defined as the lighter-colored, lessdense component of the annual ring, whereas
latewood is defined as the darker-colored, moredense component that is visually discernable and
often characterized by an abrupt anatomical
transition from antecedent earlywood.
Partial-width measurements can be rapidly
obtained by well-trained technicians using a Velmex measurement system and simple visual criteria
for determination of the boundary between EW
and LW width. This is an attractive alternative to
methods such as X-ray densitometry (Schweingruber et al. 1978; Cleaveland 1986, 1988) and reflected
light densitometry (Sheppard and Wiedenhoeft
2007; Babst et al. 2009), which require extensive
sample preparation and are challenged by the
micro-rings and missing rings that are common in
semi-arid sites around the Southwest.
Meko and Baisan (2001) applied a binary
classification-tree model to categorize summers as
wet or dry from adjusted latewood-width (hereafter, LWa) index chronologies from conifers in
southeastern Arizona. The ‘‘adjustment’’ consisted
of removing the LW’s systematic dependence on
antecedent EW using linear regression, isolating
the variability unique to the LW, which substantially enhanced the summer moisture signal.
Therrell et al. (2002) showed that LW chronologies in Mexico contain a signal related to largescale monsoon onset. Stahle et al. (2009) reconstructed 2,136 years of July precipitation in
northwestern New Mexico from a single LWa
chronology. Leavitt et al. (2002, 2011) found a
NAM moisture signal in stable carbon (13C/12C;

hereafter d13C) isotope analysis of latewood
cellulose. Sheppard and Wiedenhoeft (2007) demonstrated the utility of reflected light analysis in
extracting summer-moisture signal from the latewood of conifers in New Mexico.
Previous studies raise several questions about
the operational large-scale application of latewood
measurements to summer-rainfall reconstruction
and NAM analysis. The first regards how the
partial-width components should be defined for
this objective when distinct intra-annual wooddensity variations known as ‘‘false rings’’ are
present (Figure 1). All known studies are consistent in using the first false latewood band as a
marker separating EW and LW, but disagree on
assignment of the band itself to EW or LW.
Schulman (1951:25) described the phenomena but
was not precisely clear about whether the first
latewood band should be included in the EW or
LW: ‘‘A somewhat arbitrary criterion had to be set
up for the amount of latewood in the numerous
rings which included false bands. Because experience elsewhere in the Southwest had indicated that
false rings were related to the July and, to a lesser
extent, the August rains, and because the onset of
normal latewood growth in the timber conifers is
in July, all growth following the first latewood
cells was classed as latewood, no matter how
apparently complete the return to earlywood type
before the final cells of the season were laid
down’’. Winter (1976:46) followed Schulman’s
1951 ‘‘suggestion’’ and measured LW ‘‘from the
earliest occurrence of small, dense cells’’. Stahle et
al. (2000) and Stahle et al. (2009:3734) mark the
EW-LW boundary ‘‘at the first onset of lumen
contraction (i.e. all false rings are measured as part
of the LW)’’. In contrast, Meko and Baisan (2001,
personal communication) and Leavitt et al. (2002)
include the first false latewood band in the EW,
citing Arizona studies that attribute false-ring
formation to moisture changes from the cool
season through the routinely dry ‘‘fore-summer’’
period of May–June that precedes the onset of the
summer monsoon (Douglass 1919; Zahner 1963;
Fritts 2001; Baisan and Swetnam 1994). The two
partial-width marking rules are referred to hereafter as MB2001 (Meko and Baisan 2001) and
ST2009 (Stahle et al. 2009).
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A second question relates to the appropriate
procedure for adjusting LW for dependence on
antecedent EW. Meko and Baisan (2001) found
that removal of this dependence is key to the
extraction of a summer-rainfall signal, and did
so by linear regression of site-chronology LW
indices on site-chronology EW indices. The same
approach was followed by Stahle et al. (2009).
Scatterplots of LW index on EW index for
individual cores from conifers in Arizona have
revealed much tree-to-tree variation in the
dependence. Improved site chronologies for
summer-rainfall reconstruction might therefore
be possible if the dependence of LW on EW was
modeled and removed at the core-level instead of
the site-level.
A third question is the possible importance of
tree age to strength of the summer-moisture signal
in LW. LW, like total width (TW), typically
decreases with increasing tree age. The decrease of
LW with age can be extremely steep, however, and
the LW can become extremely narrow and nearly
invariable from year-to-year in the outer portions
of some cores. Winter (1976), Meko and Baisan
(2001), Therrell et al. (2002), and Stahle et al.
(2009) recognized this problem and addressed it by
excluding the outside segments of problematic
cores from LW chronology development; these
authors advocate including young to middle-aged
trees (e.g. 100–250 yr-old) throughout the chronology. Until now, however, no attempt has been
made to quantify the age-dependence of the LW
signal for summer moisture, or to develop an
objective procedure for screening and truncation
of problematic cores.
In the paper we address the challenges
described above with observed precipitation and
tree-ring data from selected Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Mirb. Franco) sites in southeastern
Arizona. We quantify the strength of summermoisture signal at the level of the individual core
and site chronology, and assess the sensitivity of

Figure 1. Photomicrograph illustrating growth rings for the
years 1771–1780 on a Douglas-fir increment core from site
PRM. Solid lines indicate annual boundaries and dashed lines
indicate the visually identified EW-LW boundary as marked by
Meko and Baisan (2001) (‘‘MB2001’’) and Stahle et al. (2009)

r
(‘‘ST2009’’). Both use the earliest false ring to delineate the EWLW boundary, the former including the first false latewood
band in the EW measurement, and the latter including it in the
LW measurement.
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Figure 2. Site locations and regional climatogram. Map shows the study area in southeastern Arizona, including the locations of the
tree-ring collections measured for partial width (DCM, FSM, PRM, SLC) and for d13C (BEA). Black box indicates the area for
which PRISM climate data were obtained for sensitivity analyses. Climatogram uses box and whisker plots to illustrate the
distribution of monthly precipitation and temperature for the period 1895–2008. Each box bounds the interquartile range with the
median illustrated as the horizontal line. Whiskers extend to the data within 1.5 q of the box where q is the interquartile range. Black
dots are outliers.

the signal to (1) rule in marking of the earlywoodlatewood boundary, (2) adjustment of LW for
dependence on antecedent EW at the core level
versus site level, and (3) tree age. We also propose
a protocol for objective identification and screening of problematic LW series. A small component
of the work addresses the sensitivity of the
latewood cellulose d13C relative to the rule used
in marking the earlywood-latewood boundary.

DATA AND METHODS
Tree-Ring Data
Douglas-fir increment-core collections from
five sites in southeastern Arizona are used in this
study (Figure 2; Table 1). Partial ring widths were
analyzed for four collections (Table 1; DCM,
PRM, FSM, SLC). Samples were collected from
four trees for latewood d13C at the fifth site, BEA.
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Table 1. Tree-ring site information.
Site
Codea

Site Name

Latitude
(uN)

Longitude
(uW)

Elevation
(M)

Variable
Measured

No. of
Trees

No. of
Radii

MSSLb

FSM
DCM
PRM
SLC
BEA

Florida Saddle
Douglas Canyon
Paddy’s River
Scheelite Canyon
Bear Canyon

31.723
32.627
32.586
31.461
32.377

110.839
110.298
110.283
110.355
110.685

2,385
2,074
2,252
1,812
1,877

partial width
partial width
partial width
partial width
latewood d13C

55
41
40
48
4

94
69
71
72
8

190
150
185
135
10

a
b

Three letter code, as in Figure 2.
Mean sample segment length (years).

The wood samples used for width analysis are a
combination of new collections made in the spring
of 2009 and archived wood specimens housed at
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research from
previous dendroclimatic studies. Middle-aged
(i.e. 100 to 250 yr-old) and young trees (i.e. less
than 100 yr-old) were specifically included in the
new collections to evaluate the potential influence
of tree age on moisture sensitivity of LW.
Specimens were prepared and crossdated
with standard dendrochronological methods (e.g.
Stokes and Smiley 1996). EW, LW, and TW were
measured to an accuracy of 0.001 mm with a
Velmex system using both the MB2001 and

Figure 3. Latewood width measurement time series (core
PRM22A) that was dropped from the study because the
latewood width was thin, little-varying, and poorly correlated
with the other series from the site. Dashed line is fitted 70%
spline (Cook and Peters 1981).

ST2009 rules for the EW-LW boundary. The
boundary was determined optically under the
microscope by measuring technicians guided by
templates of microphotographs illustrating the
MB2001 and ST2009 marking rules (e.g. Figure 1). Crossdating and measurement accuracy
were verified with program COFECHA (Holmes
1983; Grissino-Mayer 2001). Prior to standardization, as described by Therrell et al. (2002) and
Stahle et al. (2009), precisely dated LW segments
and series that were identified by COFECHA as
exhibiting low correlation with the other series
were excluded from the subsequently calculated
site-level chronologies.
The archive specimens had previously been
crossdated, but required measurement of partial
widths. Archive specimens were selected that
exhibited visually strong LW variability over time,
and the outer portions of cores with extremely
thin, relatively invariant latewood width or with a
high frequency of missing rings after 1950 were
excluded from this analysis (Figure 3). This
screening step frequently identified the same
problematic cores as in the COFECHA analysis.
For example, the core illustrated in Figure 3 also
has a drop in 50-year windowed correlations with
its COFECHA master from 0.70 before 1899 to
less than 0.11 after 1925.
Measured ring-width series of TW, EW and
LW were detrended with a cubic smoothing spline
whose frequency response is 0.5 at a wavelength
equal to 70% of the length of the measured series
(Cook and Peters 1981). Core indices were
computed as the ratio of measured width to the
corresponding value of this ‘‘70% spline’’. Pooled
autocorrelation was modeled and removed from
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the individual EW and LW index time series by
autoregressive modeling (Box and Jenkins 1976;
Meko 1981) to produce ‘‘residual’’ core-level
indices.
Adjusted-LW index was computed as in
previous studies (Meko and Baisan 2001; Stahle
et al. 2009) as the residual from a linear regression
of LW index on antecedent EW index. Because
exploratory scatter plots of LW index on EW
index occasionally exhibited pronounced curvature, we modified this procedure to allow a
quadratic term to enter the regression, as long as
the resulting regression coefficients on both the
linear and quadratic term were positive. This
constraint is consistent with the observation from
individual scatter plots that organized patterns of
curvature were typically concave-upward. If either
of the estimated regression coefficients were
negative, a purely linear model was used for the
adjustment, and in that case the slope of the fitted
line was not restricted to be positive.
Robust bi-weight mean chronologies of TW,
EW, LW and adjusted LW were computed for
each site by averaging over cores (Cook et al.
1990). To summarize the strength of common
growth signal, the effective chronology signal
(Briffa and Jones 1990; equation 3.43) was
calculated for each version of the chronology.
Adequacy of sample size for capturing the
hypothetical population growth signal was assessed by the expressed population signal (EPS; Briffa
1984; Wigley et al. 1984); a threshold EPS of 0.85
was used to delineate the ‘‘critical year’’, when
sample depth becomes adequate for capturing the
population signal.
Standardization by the procedure just described revealed two problematic features of LW
that required special treatment for some cores.
First is the rare (only 3 of 306 cores) phenomenon
of the fitted 70% spline dipping to zero or below in
response to an especially steep decline in LW. For
such series the ring-width series was truncated to
end 10 years before the growth curve dropped
below zero, and the series was re-fit with a 100year spline (Cook and Peters 1981).
The second problematic feature of some LW
series was clear tracking of a known recent lowfrequency climate fluctuation by the 70%-spline

growth curve when fit to short ring-width series
from the young-tree samples: the spline for series
beginning in the 1940s or 1950s typically had a
strong upward trend out of the well-documented
and persistent 1950s drought (Thomas 1962). Such
short samples, though probably not relevant to
operational climate reconstruction, are important
to the assessment of possible age-dependence in
climate signal. To avoid removing this predominant climate signal in standardization, we fit such
series with a horizontal line at the mean ring-width
rather than with a 70% spline.
The d13C analysis was limited to a short
sequence of ten rings (1999–2008) from four young
(55 to 80 yr-old) trees at site BEA. Latewood
cellulose was isolated for d13C analysis with the
techniques described by Leavitt et al. (2002).
Increment cores were split longitudinally to
provide two samples (MB2001 and ST2009
marking rules) from each core for each year. For
each tree, latewood cellulose samples pooled from
two cores were combusted to CO2 in an elemental
analyzer, which was introduced into a Finnigan
Delta-Plus mass-spectrometer in flow-through
mode at the Environmental Isotope Laboratory,
University of Arizona, with procedure and standards as described in Panyushkina et al. (2008).
Analytical precision for repeat analysis of the
working standard (highly-homogenized commercial cellulose) is ca. 0.09%. The d13C series, though
too short for rigorous statistical analysis, were
examined for any large and systematic differences
in d13C when partial-width boundaries are delineated by the MB2001 and ST2009 marking rules.
Three of the 80 samples were lost in preparation
and analysis, so comparison of the MB2001 and
ST2009 marking rules was possible for 37 of the 40
pairs.

Climate Data
Monthly total precipitation and mean temperature data used in this study are from the
Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent
Slopes Model (PRISM) gridded dataset, as described in detail by Daly et al. (2008). PRISM data
for the period 1895–2008 were obtained from the
Western Climate Mapping Initiative (WestMap)
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website (http://www.cefa.dri.edu/Westmap/; last
accessed February 27, 2011) for the rectangular
area bound by the northwestern coordinate of
32.784uN, 110.939uW and the southeastern coordinate of 31.339uN, 110.221uW, which encompasses the four mountain ranges from which the treering data originate (Figure 2). The climatogram
presented in Figure 2 illustrates the range of
monthly precipitation and mean monthly temperature for this region in the period 1895–2008. Note
the distinct mode of precipitation in July–August
related to the North American monsoon, and the
warm dry fore-summer period of May–June
immediately preceding monsoon onset in the
region.
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identified by this correlation analysis is residual
in the sense that the initial visual screening of
archive cores for prominent and variable LW by
COFECHA for strong common signal may
preferentially eliminate old trees or outer segments
of their cores.
Finally, the partial- and total-width chronologies computed with the techniques determined to
be optimal were correlated to monthly and
seasonal climate data over the full instrumental
period to characterize the general climate sensitivity of partial-width indices in the study area.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LW Chronology Strength

Sensitivity Analysis
Correlation analysis was used to summarize
the seasonal precipitation signal in total-width and
partial-width indices, including the sensitivity of
the signal to several data-processing options in
chronology development. For each of the four
partial width sites, cool-season (October–April)
and summer (July–August) precipitation sums,
1896–2008, were correlated with four different
versions of residual site chronologies of TW, EW
and LW computed by combinations of the
following options:
1. MB2001 or ST2009 rule for marking the
boundary between earlywood and latewood
2. Adjustment of LW for dependence on antecedent EW at the individual-core level or the site
level.
Correlations between July–August precipitation and adjusted-LW indices for individual cores
were also computed to summarize the variability
in strength of summer moisture signal among
trees. The analysis was restricted to the set of
partial-width measurements completed with the
MB2001 marking rule. Correlations were computed for the period 1937–1986, a fifty-year period
common to the greatest number of LW series, and
assessed using four age classes (50–99, 100–199,
200–299, and 300–389 yr). Of particular interest in
this analysis was the possible dependence of
moisture-signal on tree age. Age-dependence

The common growth-signal in the LW and
LWa indices is considerably lower than that in EW
and TW at the four sites, as measured by the
effective chronology signal (reff ) and EPS statis-

tics (Table 2). Statistic reff , which is roughly
analogous to a mean between-tree correlation,
ranges from 0.33 to 0.46 for the two types of
LW index, compared with 0.56–0.62 for TW
index and 0.58–0.65 for EW index. The results
indicate a systematically noisier common signal
in LW than in EW, and further that the
common signal in TW is degraded somewhat
by the noise in the LW. The weaker common
signal in LW and LWa translates to a smaller
EPS and indicates the need for a greater
sample-size requirement to capture the population growth signal. For the four sites studied, 8–
11 trees comprise an adequate sample size for
adjusted-LW, while only 4–5 trees are required
for EW. The difference in signal strength at site
DCM leads to a difference in the length of
usable site chronology (e.g. for climatic reconstruction) of 97 years.
Treatment of False Latewood Band
The MB2001 marking rule yielded higher
correlations than the ST2009 rule at three sites for
correlation of LWa with summer precipitation,
with a maximum difference of 0.082 (site FSM,
site-level adjustment version; Table 3). The consistency in sign of the change in correlation
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Table 2. Summary statistics of common-growth signal strength in total- and partial-width chronologies at four tree-ring sites.
Analysis uses version of LWa by MB2001 marking rule.
No. of Treesc
b

Site

Type

reff

DCM
DCM
DCM
DCM
FSM
FSM
FSM
FSM
PRM
PRM
PRM
PRM
SLC
SLC
SLC
SLC

TW
EW
LW
LWa
TW
EW
LW
LWa
TW
EW
LW
LWa
TW
EW
LW
LWa

0.62
0.64
0.42
0.42
0.60
0.65
0.39
0.38
0.58
0.58
0.46
0.43
0.56
0.65
0.33
0.34

a

Yeard

Max

Crit

First

Last

Crit

35
35
35
35
49
49
49
49
39
39
38
38
44
44
40
40

4
4
8
8
4
4
9
10
5
5
7
8
5
4
12
11

1654
1654
1654
1654
1601
1601
1601
1601
1607
1607
1607
1607
1632
1632
1632
1632

2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009

1668
1667
1764
1763
1627
1627
1641
1646
1676
1676
1684
1688
1745
1723
1809
1792

Chronology type: total width (TW), earlywood width (EW), latewood width (LW), or adjusted latewood width (LWa).
Effective chronology signal, as defined in text.
c
Maximum number of trees in any year (Max) and number of trees (Crit) needed for the critical expressed population signal (EPS)
threshold of 0.85.
d
First and last year with any tree-ring data and critical year (first year with EPS $ 0.85).
a

b

suggests the MB2001 as the preferred marking rule
if the objective is summer-precipitation reconstruction. However, a test of difference of correlation (Snedecor and Cochran 1989) indicates that
the difference of 0.082 is not statistically significant at a 5 0.05. For the listed correlation of r 5
0.51 at site FSM by the ST2009 marking rule, the

correlation would need to be higher than r 5 0.68
by the MB2001 rule for the difference in r to be
significant at a 5 0.05. We also note for all four
sites the ST2009 rule gives slight improvement
over MB2001 in correlation of cool-season precipitation with EW. Perhaps some additional
seasonal climate information, as yet unidentified,

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients of partial-width chronologies with seasonal precipitation, 1896–2008. All coefficients
significant at the 99.9% confidence level.
Sitec
Typea

Measurementb

Adjustment

DCM

FSM

PRM

SLC

Average

EW
EW
LWa
LWa
LWa
LWa

MB2001
ST2009
MB2001
MB2001
ST2009
ST2009

N/A
N/A
Site
Core
Site
Core

0.603
0.616
0.636
0.624
0.606
0.595

0.687
0.717
0.592
0.580
0.510
0.499

0.560
0.680
0.502
0.520
0.542
0.540

0.727
0.730
0.549
0.547
0.501
0.503

0.710
0.744
0.725
0.724
0.662
0.653

Chronology type: earlywood width (EW) and adjusted latewood width (LWa).
Marking rule used to identify boundary between earlywood and latewood, as described in text and illustrated in Figure 1.
c
Correlations of partial-width index chronologies from individual sites and the average of the four sites with regional-average
precipitation totals for their corresponding seasons (October–April for EW, July–August for LWa).
a

b
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is present in the discontinuous series of falselatewood band widths. Including that band in the
LW degrades the LW signal for summer precipitation, whereas including the band in the EW
degrades the EW signal for cool-season precipitation. Including a dummy variable of false ring
presence or absence might improve calibration
and verification statistics in regression-based
climate reconstruction, as in Wimmer et al. (2000).
Practically, the choice of one marking rule
over another has greatest implications for tree-ring
collections with a high frequency of false rings
such as the specimen illustrated in Figure 1.
Numerous reports have focused on the meteorological and climatic significance of false rings, as
reviewed in part by Edmondson (2010). Further
investigations are needed in the Southwest, but the
available field-based observations of tree phenology from this area suggest that false rings form
during the pre-monsoon May–June drought that is
characteristic of the region’s climate (Baisan and
Swetnam 1994; Fritts 2001). As early as 1919,
Douglass published this hypothesis, also noting
that ‘‘double’’ rings were most common in years of
exceptionally poor snowpack. If the timing of false
ring formation does indeed correspond to the
period leading up to monsoon onset, these
phenomena provide an advantageous anatomical
delimiter for the growth that occurs during the
monsoon months.
The choice of marking rule for segmenting
earlywood and latewood likewise was found to
make no statistically significant difference to the
d13C values. Latewood cellulose segmented by the
MB2001 rule produced average d13C values that
were highly correlated (r 5 0.964) with those
developed from latewood segmented by the
ST2009 rule (Figure 4). A high correlation was
expected because wood samples analyzed by two
methods differ only in thickness of the first false
ring, if present. As illustrated by error bars in
Figure 4, between-tree variations in d13C values
exceed those observed between the average values
for each rule. The largest between-rule differences
in average d13C measurements are about 0.5%,
which is somewhat larger than a realistic sample
preparation and analysis error of ca. 0.2–0.3%,
but notably less than the range in average d13C
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Figure 4. Time plot of d13C from latewood cellulose segmented
by MB2001 (black) and ST2009 (gray) marking rules. Triangles
represent mean d13C value from four trees per rule. Error bars
calculated as 62 standard errors of the mean in each year.

over ten years for either marking rule (e.g. 3.1% in
MB2001). Except for 2001, large differences reflect
less negative (less depleted) average d13C in
ST2009 than in MB2001. This direction of bias,
observed in 25 of the 37 individual comparisons, is
consistent with the false latewood band being
included in latewood by the ST2009 rule, because
the band is presumed to form in a period of water
stress contributing to less negative d13C.

LW Dependence on Antecedent EW
Adjustment of LW index for dependence on
antecedent EW index defaulted to a linear model
(no quadratic term) for 208 of the 306 cores
analyzed at the four sites. Examples of linear and
quadratic fits for two cores at site PRM are shown
in Figure 5. The strong dependence of LW index
on EW index for these particular cores is notable,
as measured by regression R2 exceeding 0.70. Core
PDF19B (Figure 5A) happened to default to a
linear model because the quadratic model (not
shown) had a negative (though small) coefficient
on the squared EW index. Core PDF16B (Figure 5B) is the best example of curvature in LW-
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Figure 6. Boxplots summarizing dependence of LW index on
EW index. (A) Distribution of R2 from regression of LW index
on EW index for cores from the tree-ring sites. Number of cores
is 69 (DCM), 94 (FSM), 71 (PRM), and 72 (SLC). (B)
Additional R2 for those cores for which a quadratic term has
entered the regression. Numbers of cores are 12 (DCM), 23
(FSM), 49 (PRM), and 14 (SLC).
Figure 5. Scatter plots illustrating linear (A) and curvilinear (B)
dependence of LW index on EW index for selected cores. Cores
identified by axis labels. Regression model coefficients and R2
annotated above.

EW relationship in our data, and even here the
addition of the quadratic term adds just seven
percent variance explained in regression over the
corresponding linear model, marked by the dashed
line.
Strength of the LW-EW relationship varies
dramatically within and among the four sites, as

illustrated by a boxplot summary of regression R2
from the adjustment models of 306 cores (Figure 6A). For example, regression R2 at DCM
ranges from 0 to 0.25 while that of PRM varies
from 0.24 to 0.83. PRM appears to differ greatly
from the other sites, as indicated by the lack of
overlap in the R2 interquartile ranges (Figure 6A).
Quadratic adjustment models generally yielded
little gain in R2 over linear models (DR2;
Figure 6B). The maximum gain for any core was
DR2 5 0.07 at PRM; this extreme example is the
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Figure 7. Correlation of July–August precipitation with LWa index of all individual cores. Analysis period 1937–1986. Cores
ordered left to right in order of increasing age and subdivided into age bins. Grey bars indicate series included in site chronologies.
Black bars indicate series excluded from chronologies because of thin and little-varying LW. Asterisks indicate series excluded from
site chronologies because of low correlation with site chronology, as determined through analysis with COFECHA (Holmes 1983).
Analysis uses version of LWa by MB2001 marking rule.

same core used previously in Figure 5B to
illustrate curvature in the LW-EW relationship.
Median DR2 at the four sites was less than 0.01,
corresponding to less than one percent additional
variance explained by the quadratic adjustment
model (Figure 6B). Again, PRM appears to differ
from the other sites, with DR2 interquartile ranges
that do not overlap those from the other sites. The
source of this strong seasonal autocorrelation is
unknown, but possibly is related to site-specific
environmental conditions such as substrate or
subsurface hydrology.
Correlations of partial-width site chronologies with precipitation totals, 1896–2008, for their
respective seasons are all statistically significant
beyond the 99.9% confidence level (Table 3).
Except for DCM, correlations are uniformly
higher for the cool season than for summer. The
highest correlation at any site is 0.73 for the cool
season and 0.64 for summer.
The correlation of LWa with summer precipitation appears to be relatively insensitive to
whether the adjustment of LW for EW is done
at the site-level or core-level: the maximum
difference in correlation caused by this factor at
any site is less than 0.02 (Table 3), and this

difference is not consistent between sites. Despite
the lack of evidence for stronger summer-moisture
signal with adjustment at the core level, we
conclude that this may be the preferred alternative
in view of the occasionally large differences in
strength of LW-EW relationship among cores.
Adjustment at the core level retains the flexibility
to evaluate the potential relationship between age
and climate sensitivity, and to investigate possible
differences in moisture signals related to particular
patterns of LW dependence on EW.

Tree Age and Climate Sensitivity
Comparison of individual core LWa index
with July–August precipitation for the common
period 1937–1986 indicates the strength of summer
precipitation signal varies greatly among trees
(Figure 7). For cores included in the site chronologies, no systematic relationship between tree age
and sensitivity emerges and average climate
correlation for each of the four age classes is quite
similar. The series with segments excluded from
the final chronologies because of low interseries
correlation or below-zero detrending curves exhibit lower correlations, on average, with mon-
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soon precipitation than those that were included in
the chronologies (r 5 0.144 and 0.280, respectively). Likewise, no clear age relationship emerges for
the excluded individuals, although those excluded
from the oldest age class exhibit a notably lower
correlation than those included.
As described earlier in this paper and by all
NAM tree-ring studies, LW becomes thin and
potentially less variable with increasing biological
tree age. This seems to be particularly problematic
in over-aged or hyper-stressed trees, as was the
case in the El Malpais study (Stahle et al. 2009). A
caveat to our finding of no clear relationship
between age and climate sensitivity is that the
samples in our study are relatively young trees
(less than 400 years) with relatively robust growth
rates. In all cases, the tendency for loss of signal
with age might be largely countered by excluding
those time-series segments of precisely dated LW
whose growth curves drop below some critical
threshold or those that have markedly low
correlation with the master chronology. As in all
related studies, the authors advocate buffering
against this potential challenge by including young
to middle-aged trees in collections, effectively agestratifying the chronologies progressively through
time.

Climate Signal in the Partial-Width Chronologies
Correlation of adjusted-LW index with summer precipitation increases with averaging over
sites (Table 3, last column). For the MB2001/sitelevel version of LWa index, the highest correlation
for individual sites is 0.636, whereas the correlation with the four-site average is 0.725. Correlation of EW index with cool-season precipitation
also increases with averaging over sites, but to a
lesser degree. The amplified effect for the summer
season is probably caused by precipitation anomalies being more spatially heterogeneous with
summer convective thunderstorms than with
winter cyclones. The precipitation series used for
the correlation analysis is a regional average, and
anomalies in that series are probably more
representative of the anomaly at a given location
in winter than in summer. This phenomenon may
also contribute to the generally lower correlations

Figure 8. Coefficients for seasonal precipitation correlated with
the regional average TW, EW, LW, and LWa chronologies for
the period 1896–2008. Partial-width components defined by
MB2001 marking rule.

for LWa index than for EW index with their
respective seasonal precipitation.
The contrasting seasonal-precipitation signals
in the various partial-width and total-width components averaged over the four sites are summarized by the bar chart in Figure 8. A summerprecipitation signal is essentially absent in TW
index, but is significant in indices of LW and LWa.
Adjustment of LW index for dependence on
antecedent EW index raises the correlation with
summer precipitation above 0.70, and shows that a
simple linear regression model using LWa averaged
over just four sites could explain more than 50% of
the variance of regionally-averaged summer precipitation. Considering the spatial heterogeneity of
summer rainfall, this percentage could probably be
increased with expanded site coverage.
The bar chart in Figure 8 also points to a
spin-off benefit of partial-width measurement,
namely improvement over TW in resolution of
cool-season precipitation variations. The increased
correlation with cool-season precipitation of EW
index over TW index shown in Figure 8 amounts
to roughly 5% more variance explained in a
regression-based reconstruction model. Ability to
separately reconstruct cool-season and warm-
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season precipitation signals will be useful for
studying the phenomenon of conditional seasonal
precipitation anti-correlation in the NAM region
(see Stahle et al. 2009).

CONCLUSION
Partial-width measurements of Pseudotsuga
menziesii have a statistically significant signal for
both summer (from LWa) and cool-season (from
EW) precipitation in the NAM region. The warmseason signal is not available from TW measurements, and the cool-season signal is weaker in TW
measurements. Properly developed LWa chronologies can potentially explain more than 50% of the
variance of summer (July + August) precipitation
in the study area. This is an important result for
future dendroclimatic studies of the NAM, a
critical climatic component that influences environment and society in the US Southwest.
Summer-precipitation sensitivity in LWa index is robust to the treatments considered here.
Excluding the false latewood band from the LW
measurements (MB2001) yielded a typically stronger but not significantly different signal for
summer-precipitation than those LW measurements that included the false latewood band
(ST2009). Likewise, the MB2001 and ST2009
d13C measurements were statistically indistinguishable, but the ST2009 measurements were less
negative in 25 of 37 comparisons. In agreement
with previous studies (Meko and Baisan 2001;
Stahle et al. 2009) removal of the LW dependence
on antecedent EW is crucial for extracting the
summer-precipitation signal. Our results suggest
that site-level LW adjustment (regressing site-level
LW index chronology on the site-level EW index
chronology) is adequate for these data. However,
the strength of the EW-LW relationship varied
widely between trees, supporting the argument for
adjustment at the core level rather than the site
level in chronology development. No strong
advantage was found in a quadratic over a linear
model for adjustment, but the obvious curvature
in scatter plots of LW on EW for a few cores
suggests that a flexible model allowing for
curvature should also be considered in operational
studies.
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Dramatic tree-to-tree variations in the
strength of summer-precipitation signal suggests
that further research is needed to understand how
physiographic micro-site, tree phenology, tree age,
and other factors influence the tree-growth response to monsoon climate. Further investigations
of the false rings’ significance are currently being
conducted by the authors, including weekly
observations of cambial phenology and xylogenesis at the BEA site (Figure 2; Table 1), a reflected
light investigation for potential climate signal in
primary and secondary peaks of LW density, and
the development of false-ring frequency chronologies with methods that are commonly used in
studies of fire history.
Our results confirm earlier findings that
advanced age may be associated with a loss or
reduction in signal strength for summer moisture,
but suggest that problematic cores can be effectively identified by weakening of correlation of
ring-width patterns of individual trees with the
common growth-pattern at the site. Stratification
of middle-aged (e.g. 100 to 250 yr-old) trees
throughout the length of a chronology is, however, an important consideration in field sampling
and chronology development for summer-precipitation reconstruction from LWa.
This study has focused on one tree species
and a fairly limited geographical portion of the
area of NAM influence. The study area was
intentionally chosen because NAM-related precipitation is highly variable and a major portion of
the annual total. More research is needed to
determine if our findings can be generalized to
other species and geographic and climatic settings
in the Southwest. Tree-ring specimens used in this
study will be permanently curated in the collection
and archives of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research. Partial-width measurements prepared
for this study will be made available through the
International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB;
ttp://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html).
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[1] The North American monsoon is a major focus of
modern and paleoclimate research, but relatively little is
known about interannual- to decadal-scale monsoon
moisture variability in the pre-instrumental era. This study
draws from a new network of subannual tree-ring latewood
width chronologies and presents a 470-year reconstruction
of monsoon (June–August) standardized precipitation for
southwestern North America. Comparison with an
independent reconstruction of cool-season (October–April)
standardized precipitation indicates that southwestern
decadal droughts of the last ﬁve centuries were characterized
not only by cool-season precipitation deﬁcits but also by
concurrent failure of the summer monsoon. Monsoon
drought events identiﬁed in the past were more severe and
persistent than any of the instrumental era. The relationship
between winter and summer precipitation is weak, at best,
and not time stable. Years with opposing-sign seasonal
precipitation anomalies, as noted by other studies, were
anomalously frequent during the mid to late 20th century.
Citation: Grifﬁn, D., C. A. Woodhouse, D. M. Meko, D. W.
Stahle, H. L. Faulstich, C. Carrillo, R. Touchan, C. L. Castro,
and S. W. Leavitt (2013), North American monsoon precipitation
reconstructed from tree-ring latewood, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40,
954–958, doi:10.1002/grl.50184.

1. Introduction
[2] The North American monsoon is a fundamental climate
component in the Southwest that provides moisture relief and
modulates ecosystem structure, wildﬁre, agricultural
productivity, public health, and water resources supply and
demand [Ray et al., 2007]. Interannual monsoon moisture
variability, which is pronounced over the southwestern United
States, has been the focus of numerous studies using instrumental observations [e.g., Higgins and Shi, 2000; Seager
et al., 2009; Turrent and Cavazos, 2009; Arias et al., 2012].
The North American monsoon is also a research focus for
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paleoclimatology [e.g., Asmerom et al., 2007; Barron et al.,
2012], but relatively little is known about pre-instrumental
monsoon variability at interannual to decadal timescales.
Understanding the plausible range of monsoon variability is
critical because model projections of monsoon response to
anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing remain unclear
[Castro et al., 2012; Bukovsky and Mearns, 2012; Cook
and Seager, 2013]. The American Southwest has a rich
history of dendroclimatology, but the vast majority of tree-ring
reconstructions from the region reﬂect only cool-season or
annual-scale moisture variability. This is epitomized by the
North American Drought Atlas, which, for the Southwest,
principally reﬂects the inﬂuence of cool-season precipitation
on annual water balance [St. George et al., 2010].
[3] Annual tree-ring records do not reﬂect monsoon
moisture variability, but subannual chronologies created
from the summer-forming “latewood” component of tree
rings can contain strong, monsoon-speciﬁc precipitation signal [see Grifﬁn et al., 2011, and references therein].
However, to date, relatively few latewood width (LW) width
chronologies and monsoon reconstructions have been
generated for the southwestern United States. Targeting a
small area in southeastern Arizona, Meko and Baisan [2001]
used a set of ﬁve Pseudotsuga menziesii (PSME) LW chronologies and a nonlinear binary recursive classiﬁcation model to
estimate the probability of dry monsoons for the period
1791–1992. Stahle et al. [2009] conducted LW analysis of the
multimillennial PSME record from El Malpais [GrissinoMayer, 1996] and produced a July precipitation reconstruction for northwestern New Mexico, which was interpreted
as a record of onset and early monsoon precipitation.
Comparing the July estimate with a November–May precipitation reconstruction, Stahle et al. [2009] found that years
with winter precipitation extremes tended to have an opposing-sign July moisture anomaly. That phenomenon, also
identiﬁed in instrumental studies, may be dynamically linked
to a negative land-surface feedback [e.g., Gutzler, 2000; Zhu
et al., 2005; Notaro and Zarrin, 2011] and atmospheric
teleconnections to Paciﬁc sea surface temperature variability
[e.g., Castro et al., 2001].
[4] The present study offers several advancements on
prior research. It uses a new multispecies LW chronology
network to reconstruct monsoon (June–August) precipitation
for a large region in the Southwest. Following the Stahle
et al. [2009] analytic, the paleomonsoon record is compared
with an October–April precipitation reconstruction developed
from chronologies of tree-ring earlywood width (EW).
These reconstructions provide novel perspective on monsoon
paleoclimatology and reveal instability in the relationship
between winter and summer precipitation through time.
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2. Methods and Results
[5] This study focuses on monsoon region 2 (NAM2), as
deﬁned by the North American Monsoon Experiment
Forecast Forum (Figure 1) [Gochis et al., 2009]. NAM2 is
a region of spatially coherent variability in monsoon
precipitation that approximates regions identiﬁed by other
studies. Interannual monsoon variability is strong over NAM2,
which includes critical waterways, major metropolitan areas,
and more than 550 km of the United States–Mexico border.
NAM2 is a target for seasonal climate forecasts and has been
the focus of dynamically downscaled regional climate model
projections [Castro et al., 2012]. Monthly precipitation data
are from a 0.5! gridded product developed by NOAA that
extends across North America and uses a terrain-sensitive
algorithm to interpolate between available instrumental station records for the period 1895–2010. NAM2 grid point data
were averaged to produce time series of monthly precipitation and correlation analysis was used to assess relationships
to the subannual tree-ring chronologies. October–April (cool
season) and June–August (monsoon) were selected as the
seasons for reconstruction, and precipitation totals for
these seasons were converted to standardized precipitation
indices (SPI).
[6] Tree-ring data are from a new network of subannual
chronologies developed using EW and LW measurements
on collections from more than 50 sites in the southwestern
United States and Baja California (Figure 1). EW and LW
indices were standardized with the protocol described by
Grifﬁn et al. [2011]. Chronologies more than 450 years long
from NAM2 that exhibited signiﬁcant (p<0.01) correlations

Figure 1. The North American monsoon domain, monsoon
regions 1–8, and the new network of EW and LW chronologies.
Colored triangles denote tree-ring predictor locations for the
region 2 SPI reconstructions.

with the instrumental SPI variables were submitted as candidate predictors to forward stepwise multiple linear
regression. Model skill was veriﬁed with standard methods.
Periods of persistent drought and wetness were identiﬁed as
consecutive-year runs of negative or positive SPI and using
ranked values in the time series smoothed with a 5-year
cubic spline. The reconstructions were analyzed to determine
when both seasons were wet (positive SPI) or dry (negative
SPI) or when one season was wet and the other was dry.
Cross-wavelet analysis [Grinsted et al., 2004] was used to
summarize spectra and coherence of the reconstructions
through time. Details on the study area, data, methods, analyses,
and rationale are provided in the Supporting Information.
[7] Seasonal SPI reconstruction models included PSME
and Pinus ponderosa predictor chronologies that were well
distributed across NAM2 (Figure 1; Tables S1 and S2 in
Supporting Information). The assumptions of the regression
approach were met and veriﬁcation statistics indicate that
both models exhibit robust predictive skill (Table S3 in
Supporting Information). Relationships between the instrumental and reconstructed variables were highly signiﬁcant,
linear, positive, and stable through time (Figure 2). The coolseason estimate exhibits moderately superior regression
statistics, but the LW reconstruction does capture nearly half
of the variance in instrumental monsoon SPI. This is an
important and somewhat unexpected result given the spatial
heterogeneity of monsoon precipitation and its subordinate
role in annual water balance.

Figure 2. Scatterplots (a and b) and time-series graphs
(c and d) of observed and reconstructed SPI for the cool
season and monsoon.
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[8] The monsoon and cool-season SPI reconstructions are
uncorrelated for the 1539–2008 common period (r=0.02;
p=0.67) and the 1896–2008 instrumental period (r=0.06;
p=0.53), although the monsoon and cool-season SPI instrumental data exhibit weak negative correlation (r=-0.19;
p=0.04). Wavelet analysis indicates that both reconstructions
are dominated by high-frequency variability (Figure S5 in
Supporting Information). Low-frequency covariability between the two seasonal reconstructions is visually evident
(Figure 3a and b). Cross-wavelet squared coherence, analogous to correlation between the reconstructions as a function
of time and frequency, is variable and time unstable at periods
less than 32 years (Figure S5 in Supporting Information). At
longer periods, the reconstructions generally exhibit in-phase
coherence. Potential sources of the low-frequency reconstruction coherence include long-term changes in tree physiology
related to root and crown mass [Fritts, 2001], standardization
of the ring-width time series, or true low-frequency coherence
between the seasonal climate regimes. Diagnosing the source
(s) of this coherence is considered important but also beyond
the brief scope of the present study.

3. Seasonal Precipitation History for NAM2
[9] Several persistent periods of anomalous SPI stand out
in the instrumental records (Figure 2). Both seasons had
negative SPI near the turn of the 20th century and again in
the early 21st century. Precipitation was consistently above
average in both seasons during the early 20th century
pluvial, as recently noted by Cook et al. [2011]. These
persistent variations are tracked remarkably well by the
tree-ring reconstructions. Monsoon SPI was negative from
1972 to 1982, the longest run of dry monsoons in the
instrumental record. This episode is not particularly well
matched by the LW reconstruction, possibly because it
contained several notably wet May and June months that
would have differentially beneﬁtted summer tree growth.

Visual comparison indicates that cool-season SPI contains
more middle- to low-frequency variability than monsoon
SPI and that the EW-based reconstruction tracks these
frequency components well.
[10] The reconstructions offer an expanded perspective, revealing seasonal drought events more persistent and severe
than those of the instrumental era (Figure 3). The period of
most persistent summer drought was 1882–1905, when 19
of 24 years had negative monsoon SPI. In the 1890s and early
1900s, this monsoon failure was complemented by severe and
persistent cool-season drought. This dual-season drought
event factors importantly into the socioenvironmental history
of the region. Arrival of the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad in the
early 1880s ushered an expansion of the Arizona cattle population from ~40,000 to 1.5 million individuals [Sheridan, 1995].
By the early 1890s, however, an estimated 50–75% of the herd
starved and perished from drought-induced rangeland failure
[Sayer, 1999]. Cattle overgrazing triggered landscape-scale
vegetation change that remains evident today. Environmental
consequences of the 1890s drought were also severe in
northern Mexico, as discussed by Seager et al. [2009]. Ironically, this decades-long drought was immediately followed
by the well-known early 20th century pluvial, which included the highest frequency of dual-season wetness in the
entire reconstruction (Figure S4 in Supporting Information).
[11] Other dual-season drought events are evident in the
early 1820s and the 1770s. Yet more severe was the 17th
century “Puebloan Drought,” an event Parks et al. [2006]
implicate as one factor leading to the Pueblo Revolt of
1680. In northwestern New Mexico, Stahle et al. [2009]
found that this drought included below-average precipitation
during both the cool season and July. For NAM2, the period
from 1666 to 1676 included a seven-year run of drier-thanaverage monsoons and six years with below-average SPI in
both seasons. According to the smoothed record, this was
the most extreme monsoon drought episode of the last 470
years. This result, coupled with the ﬁnding by Stahle et al.

Figure 3. Time-series graphs of reconstructed SPI for the cool season (a) and monsoon (b) with a 5-year cubic spline plotted in black. Vertical gray bars denote years with opposing-sign SPI anomalies and the black line represents a centered 30year running count of these events (c).
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[2009], indicates that monsoon failure during the 17th
century Puebloan Drought was robust and widespread across
the Southwest.
[12] The late 16th century “megadrought” is evident in
both the monsoon and cool-season SPI reconstructions for
NAM2 (Figure 3). This event, among the most severe
droughts of the last millennium, drove landscape-scale
ecosystem change across the Southwest [e.g., Swetnam and
Betancourt, 1998]. From 1566 to 1579, 11 of 14 monsoons
were drier than average. Monsoon SPI rebounded to average
or near average in the 1580s, but cool-season drought
persisted through that decade. From 1566 to 1587, 21 of
22 years were reconstructed to include at least one season
of below-average SPI and 10 of those years had negative
SPI in both seasons. July dryness was previously noted in
northwestern New Mexico [Stahle et al., 2009], but this is
the ﬁrst time that persistent monsoon failure has been
connected with the megadrought in the NAM2 region.
Several exceptionally dry monsoons in the late 1560s reveal
that the megadrought may have ﬁrst manifest as a warmseason phenomenon. This idea is lent some support by
spatial analysis of the megadrought through time (Figure 6
in Stahle et al. [2007]), which mapped the 1560s drought
center over northwestern Mexico, where the monsoon
provides more than 70% of annual precipitation.
[13] These reconstructions offer a novel opportunity to
assess the relationship between cool-season and monsoon
precipitation in NAM2. Years with opposing-sign SPI
anomalies, plotted in Figure 3c, appear to be randomly
distributed through time. There are brief periods when these
events appear to congregate (e.g., 1960s and 1720s) and
others when they were rare (i.e., the decadal drought and
wet events described above). A 30-year running count
illustrates some temporal variability and indicates that the
mid to late 20th century was characterized by a relatively
high frequency of such events. These results are congruent
with instrumental data analysis by Gutzler [2000] and by
Zhu et al., who found that the “linkage is strong from
1965–1990 and weak otherwise” [2005]. Opposing-sign
years were also relatively frequent in the mid-18th and early
17th centuries. In contrast, the period centered near the turn
of the 20th century contained relatively few of these events.
Wavelet analysis reveals no time-stable coherence at
subdecadal to decadal timescales, indicating that the
NAM2 seasonal precipitation relationship is dominated by
noise (Figure S3 in Supporting Information).

4. Summary
[14] This study provides a high-quality, precisely dated,
seasonally resolved geochronology for the NAM2 region.
The reconstructions represent a plausible range of interannualto decadal-scale variability in multiseason precipitation for
the past 470 years. These precipitation estimates are suitable
for comparison with paleoproxy, historical, modern, and
projected climate data and should be useful for a more precise
interpretation of the social and environmental history in the
American Southwest. Decadal drought events in this region
over the past ﬁve centuries (e.g., 1570s, 1660s, 1770s,
1820s, 1890s, and early 2000s) were characterized not only
by cool-season precipitation deﬁcits but also by consistent
failure of the summer monsoon. Monsoon drought events in
the past were more persistent (e.g., late 19th century) and

extreme (e.g., mid-17th century) than any during the instrumental era to date. With the exception of the ongoing early
21st century drought, the instrumental era lacks the persistent
dual-season drought episodes common to centuries past. The
NAM2 seasonal precipitation relationship is weak at best
and is not time stable. The mid to late 20th century experienced a relatively high frequency of years with opposing-sign
precipitation anomalies. These results indicate that the instrumental era, especially the later half of the 20th century, may
not be the ideal period for characterizing NAM2 monsoon
precipitation climatology, its relationship to the cool-season
climate regime, and potential connections to the coupled
ocean-atmosphere system.
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Auxiliary Materials: Griffin et al. North American monsoon precipitation reconstructed
from tree-ring latewood.
1. Study Area
[1]

This study is focused on North American monsoon region 2 (NAM2), one of eight regions

identified using EOF analysis of instrumental station data by researchers of the North American
Monsoon Experiment [Gochis, 2009; NAME, 2013]. NAM2 is similar in domain to monsoon
regions identified in other studies, including Comrie and Glenn [1998], Gutzler [2004], and Zhu
et al. [2005], suggesting this regional delineation is relatively robust. NAM2 extends from 30 to
35.25 degrees north and from 107.75 to 113.25 degrees west (Figure 1). The region is
physiographically diverse, ranging from the continental divide west to the low deserts beyond
Phoenix, and from the complex ecosystems of the Arizona-Sonora border region north to the
heavily forested Mogollon Rim and the southern Colorado Plateau. NAM2 contains many
environmentally and socially significant waterways, including the Bavispe, Gila, Magdalena,
Salt, Santa Cruz, San Pedro, Sonora, and Verde rivers. NAM2 population centers include the
Phoenix-Tucson metropolitan corridor, Flagstaff, Prescott, Nogales, and Silver City.

2. Tree-Ring Data
[2]

Tree-ring data in this study come from a new systematic network of “earlywood” width

(EW) and “latewood” width (LW) chronologies developed for the southwestern U.S. and Baja
California, Mexico (Figure 1). Annual growth rings of many southwestern conifer trees exhibit a
clear anatomical transition from the earlywood produced in spring to the denser latewood
produced in summer. The width of these sub-annual components varies independently, and
several studies have demonstrated that latewood width can be used as a proxy for evaluating the
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paleoclimatic history of the North American monsoon [see references in Griffin et al., 2011].
Field sampling from 2009–2011 was used to update and augment archived collections of
Pseudotsuga menzieszii (PSME) and Pinus ponderosa (PIPO) tree ring samples from 52 sites
across the southwestern U.S. and Baja California (Figure 1). Twenty-six sites fall within the
NAM2 region. Field sampling explicitly targeted young to middle aged trees (100–250 years) to
produce age-stratified chronologies, a strategy recommended by prior research [Meko and
Baisan 2001; Stahle et al., 2009] to maximize monsoon precipitation signal. The new samples
were prepared and cross-dated using classical methods [Douglass, 1941; Stokes and Smiley,
1996]. For the first time on the new or archived samples, EW and LW were measured to the
nearest 0.001mm. Calendar-year dating was verified using COFECHA [Holmes, 1983].

[3]

Numerical tree-ring chronologies were computed with standard methods [Cook and

Kariukstis 1990]. Sub-annual EW and LW measurement time series were detrended using a
cubic smoothing spline [Cook and Peters, 1981] with a frequency response of 0.5 at a
wavelength of 100 years. The tree-ring index time series exhibited low-order persistence
theorized to be of biological origin [Fritts, 2001]. Pooled autocorrelation was modeled and
removed to produce so-called “residual” indices [Cook, 1985]. LW indices were “adjusted” to
remove the interannual EW dependence by computing the residual of LW index regressed onto
EW index. Isolating the variability unique to LW can enhance monsoon precipitation signal in
the final chronologies [Meko and Baisan, 2001]. Site-level EW and adjusted LW chronologies
were computed as the Tukey robust bi-weight mean index for each year [Cook, 1985]. Further
detail on the strategies and methods of chronology development were provided by Griffin et al.
[2011].
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3. Instrumental data
[4]

Instrumental precipitation data comes from a 0.5{degree sign} gridded climate product

developed by Russ Vose and Richard Heim of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). Similar to the Parameter Regression on Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM) [Daly et al., 2008], the NOAA data were developed for North America using a terrainsensitive algorithm to interpolate between all available monthly station records for the period
1895–2010. Additional detail is provided by Castro et al. [2012]. Monthly precipitation was
averaged for grid points within NAM2. Figure S1 uses box plots to illustrate the distribution of
monthly precipitation values for the 1896–2008 period common with the tree-ring data. The
region experiences a bi-modal precipitation distribution [e.g., Sheppard et al., 2002]. May is the
driest month and represents the climatological transition from the cool season to the summer
monsoon. In NAM2, the monsoon is strongest from July through September. On average,
precipitation during those months comprises 39% of the 335.95 mm annual total for NAM2.
However, NAM2 occupies a transition zone for monsoon onset and the southeastern part of the
region experiences onset in late June [see Liebmann et al., 2008], as is more common in the core
monsoon region over northwestern Mexico. On average, precipitation during the monsoon
months of June through September contributes 49% of the annual total for NAM2.

[5]

Exploratory analysis used the Seascorr software [Meko et al., 2011] to produce Pearson

coefficients for NAM2 EW and LW data correlated with monthly precipitation (Figure S2) and
seasonal precipitation (not shown) for the period 1896–2008. Most of the EW chronologies were
significantly correlated (p<0.05) with monthly precipitation from October through May. Despite
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that correlation, May is the driest month of the year, it falls outside of the cool season, and its
inclusion in seasonal precipitation totals did not improve the calibration with the EW
chronologies. Consequently, October through April was selected as the period for cool-season
precipitation calibration. Most of the adjusted LW chronologies were significantly correlated
with July precipitation and several were also significantly correlated with June and August
precipitation. These results are congruent with findings by Fritts [2001], who continuously
observed Pinus ponderosa growth for several years in southern Arizona and found sensitivity to
monsoon moisture variations. The results are also in line with more recent findings that the LW
chronologies are most sensitive to moisture variability in the early- to mid-monsoon season with
some sites remaining sensitive through the month of August [Meko and Baisan, 2001; Stahle et
al., 2009; Griffin et al., 2011]. No LW chronologies were significantly correlated with
September precipitation in the current year, suggesting that radial tree growth is completed
before or during that month. As such June through August was selected as the period for
monsoon precipitation calibration. On average, June through August precipitation represents
80% of that from the classic monsoon months of June through September. Precipitation totals
were converted to Standardized Precipitation Indices (SPI) [Mckee et al., 1993] for the 7-month
period ending in April (cool season) and 3-month period ending in August (monsoon), with the α
and β parameters of the gamma distribution computed for the 1896–2008 period common to the
tree-ring and instrumental data.

4. Tree-ring reconstructions of seasonal SPI
[5]

EW chronologies were used to reconstruct cool-season SPI and adjusted LW chronologies

were used to reconstruct monsoon SPI. Chronologies were only considered as candidate
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predictors if they exhibited highly significant correlation (p < 0.01) with the reconstruction
targets over the full common period (1896–2008) and its split halves (1896–1952; 1953–2008).
Forward stepwise multiple linear regression was used to develop the SPI reconstructions, and
predictors were only allowed to step in when their coefficients were significantly different than
zero (p < 0.05). Exploratory regression analysis involved four categories of predictors: 1) sitelevel chronologies over 350 years long (a majority of NAM2 chronologies); 2) site-level
chronologies over 450 years long (i.e. those covering the 1559–1582 megadrought event [Stahle
et al., 2007]); 3) principal-component scores of the 350+ year-long chronologies; 4) principalcomponent scores of the 450+ year long chronologies. Regression model skill was assessed with
standard validation methods, including the sign test [Fritts, 2001], leave-one-out cross validation
[Michaelsen, 1987], and the reduction of error statistic [Cook et al., 1999]. Verification results
indicated that the site-level predictors and PC-score predictors produced very similar regression
results. The site-level chronologies produced marginally higher coeffecients of determination
and improved results in the sign test (frequency of cases when the instrumental and reconstructed
indices were of the same sign relative to the zero mean). The monsoon estimates based on 350year chronologies captured more instrumental variance than those with the 450-year
chronologies (adjusted R2 = 0.53 and 0.45, respectively). To maximize length and simplify
presentation, the reconstructions using site-level chronologies over 450 years long were
presented and analyzed. Seven EW chronologies and four LW passed the correlation and length
screening criteria and were submitted as candidate predictors in forward stepwise linear
regression (Table S1). Information on final SPI calibration models are presented in Table S2.

[6]

Both reconstructions used three predictors representing PSME and PIPO chronologies well
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distributed across the NAM2 region (Figure 1). All predictor coeffecients were positive. The
leading predictors in the reconstructions were PSME EW and LW chronologies from the same
site (FSM) in the Santa Rita Mountains near Tucson. EW and LW chronologies from a PIPO site
near Flagstaff (WMP) also entered as predictors in each reconstruction. Time series and scatter
plots illustrate the relationship between observed and reconstructed SPI (Figure 2). All
reconstruction predictors, predictands, and residuals met regression assumptions of normality
and zero-autocorrelation (Table S3). The calibration and verification statistics indicated that
reconstructions have significant predictive skill, even by southwestern standards. The coolseason reconstruction captures more instrumental variance than does the monsoon
reconstruction, but this is not surprising because summer precipitation exhibits greater spatial
heterogeneity than winter precipitation [Mock, 1996] and cool-season precipitation dominates
annual water balance and tree growth in the region [St. George et al., 2010].

5. Analyses
[7]

Runs analysis was used to identify reconstructed events with consecutive years above (wet)

or below (dry) the zero mean. The cool-season reconstruction contains wet and dry events more
persistent than those identified in the instrumental record while the monsoon instrumental record
contains a wet event and a dry event more persistent than any in the reconstruction. Plotting
these events through time highlights periods of persistent drought and wetness in the
reconstructions (Figure S1). Runs analysis is sensitive to values that fall near the zero mean, such
that one year of slightly above average precipitation causes a break in the drought run (e.g., late
19th century in Fig. S1b). To highlight the most persistent SPI anomalies, five-year cubic
smoothing splines were fit and plotted on the long reconstructions (Figure 3). Five-year spline
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values were ranked to identify the non-overlapping events of greatest magnitude.

[8]

The reconstructions were analyzed to determine when both seasons were wet, dry, or when

one season was wet and the other was dry (Figure S2a). Results indicate periods of time when
both seasons were consistently wet (e.g., early 20th century) or dry (e.g., 1570s). Running 30year counts were calculated for each case (Figure S2b) and for cases when the seasonal moisture
anomalies were of opposing sign (Figure S2c). To evaluate the reconstructions in the timefrequency domain, they were submitted to cross-wavelet analysis [Grinstead et al., 2004].
Results reveal limited time-restricted concentrations of spectral power at various wavelengths for
both the cool-season and monsoon SPI reconstructions (Figure S3ab) and some concentrations
significant and common to both (Figure S3c). Coherence in the reconstructions is limited and
highly time restricted at periods less than about 32 years while at longer periods, in-phase
coherence is generally evident (Figure S3d).
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Table S1.
Metadata for tree-ring chronologies considered as candidate predictors for SPI reconstructions
EW

a

a

LW

b

Site
Code

Site Name

Species

ITRDB Code

c

Lat.

Long.

Elev.
(m)

Inner
Date

Outer
Date

Yes

No

BFM

Black Mountain Fir

PSME

NM565

33.35

-108.26

2489

1306

2008

Yes

No

BPM

Black Mountain Pine

PIPO

NM566

33.35

-108.26

2489

1494

2008

Yes

Yes

FSM

Florida Saddle

PSME

AZ504

31.72

-110.84

2385

1493

2008

Yes

Yes

SCM

Santa Catalina High

PSME

AZ501

32.44

-110.78

2746

1539

2009

Yes

No

WKM

Wahl Knoll

PSME

n/a

33.99

-109.38

2969

1460

2008

Yes

Yes

WMP

Walnut Canyon Pine

PIPO

AZ049, AZ547

35.17

-111.51

1995

1531

2010

Yes

Yes

WPU

Webb Peak

PSME

AZ558, AZ559

32.71

-109.92

3014

1466

2008

Cool-season SPI candidate predictor based on correlation screening and chronology length
Monsoon SPI candidate predictor based on correlation screening and chronology length
International Tree-Ring Data Bank reference code (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html)

b
c
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Table S2.
Calibration model equations.
Model

Equation

Cool-season SPI

yhat = -2.700 + (1.393*FSM_EW) + (0.674*BFM_EW) + (0.673*WMP_EW)

Monsoon SPI

yhat = -3.275 + (1.487*FSM_LW) + (0.986*WMP_LW) + (0.904*SCM_LW)
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Table S3.
Calibration and verification information.
Cool-Season SPI

Monsoon SPI

Potential predictors

7

4

Predictors in final equation

3

3

1896–2008

1896–2008

Calibration Period
n (years)
R

2

adjusted R

2

113

113

0.616

0.462

0.606

0.468

RE

0.589

0.42

Standard Error of Estimate
Root Mean Squared Error of
Cross-Validation

0.635

0.75

0.645

0.77

Regression model F-value

58.36

31.24

F-value probability

< 0.00000

< 0.00000

Durbin Watson

1.88

1.96

Portmanteau Q

10.69

8.89

Portmateaau Q probability
Sign Test Hits

0.38

0.54

94/113

84/113
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Figure S1.
Box and whisker plots illustrate the distribution of NAM2 monthly precipitation for the 1896–
2008 period, centered on the water year of October through September. Boxes capture the interquartile range and the horizontal black line represents the median value. Upper and lower
whiskers capture values +/- 1.5 times the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively. Dots represent
extreme values beyond that range.
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Figure S2.
Dot plots illustrate Pearson coefficients for the 26 NAM2 chronologies correlated with monthly
precipitation from prior June through current October for the period 1896–2008. Earlywood
chronology correlations are shown in A and latewood chronology correlations are shown in B.
The horizontal black line represents the 0.05 non-exceedance probability threshold.
17"
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Figure S3.
Consecutive year events of positive (blue) and negative (red) SPI for the cool-season SPI (a) and
monsoon SPI (b). Notable consecutive year events are annotated.
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Figure S4. Bar plots illustrate the distribution of cases (a) when both seasons were wet (blue),
when the cool season was wet and the monsoon was dry (green), vice-versa (orange), and when
both seasons were dry (red). Time series illustrate running 30-year counts of each case (b). Time
series illustrate running 30-year counts of cases when the seasonal moisture anomalies were of
opposing sign (c; wet-dry or dry-wet; black).
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Figure S5. Continuous wavelet power transform of reconstructed cool-season SPI (a) and
monsoon SPI (b), with significant (p<0.05) concentrations of power indicated by black contours.
Cross wavelet transform illustrates common power (c) and cross-wavelet coherence and phase
illustrates time-frequency co-variability of the reconstructions (d). Warm colors indicate strong
power or coherence. Arrows pointing to the right represent zero degree, in-phase coherence.
Arrows pointing to the left represent 180 degree, anti-phase coherence with cool-season SPI
leading monsoon SPI.
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APPENDIX C: NORTH AMERICAN MONSOON CLIMATE SENSITIVITY
IN A TREE-RING LATWEWOOD CHRONOLOGY NETWORK
Paper was prepared to submit to The Holocene
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ABSTRACT
A systematic network of sub-annual tree-ring chronologies was recently developed at 53
sites in southwestern North America from discrete measurements of earlywood width
(EW) and latewood width (LW). The potential of the LW chronologies for studying
monsoon paleoclimate is assessed through systematic diagnoses of chronology signal
strength, climate response seasonality, and leading modes of spatiotemporal variability.
LW chronologies were consistently noisier than those from EW, with three times the
number of trees required to capture the hypothetical population signal. Sample depth
declines through time, so relative to EW, the period for which individual LW
chronologies are interpreted as robust proxies should be truncated proportionally. Unlike
EW chronologies, most latewood chronologies were correlated to monsoon-specific
climate, but the climate response seasonality varied by species and across space.
Loadings of LW rotated principal components revealed discrete regional patterns.
Correlation between the component scores and gridded precipitation data indicate that the
network captures both temporal variability and spatial structure inherent to monsoon
climate. Collectively, these results indicate that the network of well replicated, precisely
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dated, and seasonally resolved LW chronologies exhibits excellent potential for the
assessment of regional monsoon paleoclimate variability over recent centuries.

1. INTRODUCTION
Southwestern North America, particularly the broader Arizona-New Mexico area
(hereafter, “the Southwest”) is a semi-arid region influenced by two precipitation regimes
that are distinct in terms of seasonality and large-scale climate dynamics (e.g., Sheppard
et al., 2002). Precipitation during the cool-season (i.e. October through April) is delivered
by frontal storms associated with transient cyclones embedded within mid-latitude
westerly circulation. The polar jet stream typically follows a synoptic-scale ridge over the
West Coast and Pacific Northwest region, and the winter storm track follows.
Occasionally, and more frequently during El Niño years, winter high pressure typical to
the Southwest breaks down and transient low-pressure systems deliver precipitation to
the region (Woodhouse, 1997).
In contrast, convective precipitation during the warm season (i.e. late JuneSeptember) is associated with the North American monsoon system of atmospheric
pressure and circulation (Adams and Comrie, 1997). In boreal summer, the circumpolar
vortex contracts and the semi-permanent Bermuda High intensifies, expands zonally, and
shifts from the subtropical North Atlantic Ocean to the northwest over the Four Corners
region. This anticyclone anchors the midtropospheric subtropical ridge (Carleton and
Carpenter, 1990; hereafter “monsoon ridge”). The anticyclone and monsoon ridge
facilitate a regional shift in wind direction from westerly to southerly or southeasterly.
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This change in predominate wind direction is greater than 120º, and therefore meets one
classical definition of a monsoon regime (Ramage, 1971). The southerly and
southeasterly winds, along with the land-sea thermal gradient, play a key role in the
mesoscale advection of moisture over the continent from the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf
of California. Directly, or indirectly through evapotranspiration recycling, this moisture
combines with diurnal land surface heating and orographic lifting to produce vigorous
convective thunderstorms that deliver precipitation at the local and mesoscales (Adams
and Comrie, 1997).
The influence of the monsoon predominates over Mexico (Douglas et al., 1993),
particularly in Sinaloa and southern Sonora where over 70 percent of annual precipitation
falls from July-September. Monsoon precipitation diminishes with distance northward
from this area, and the Southwest is arguably on the margin of monsoon influence
(Figure C1). The average timing of monsoon onset varies across the region, ranging from
mid-June in western Mexico to early July in southern Arizona and New Mexico. In
northern Arizona and the Four Corners region, onset is delayed until late July or early
August (see maps in Higgins et al., 1999; Liebmann et al., 2008). In this northernmost
fringe, the monsoon contributes as little as 30 percent to average annual precipitation.
East of the Rio Grande in New Mexico, where the Great Plains Low Level Jet can deliver
substantial precipitation, the summer rainy season starts as early as mid-May (Liebmann
et al., 2008). In contrast, the broader region of Arizona and parts of New Mexico west of
the continental divide experiences its driest season in May and June. This “fore summer”
drought is part of the regional climatology and its severity is a major factor modulating
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wildfire danger and public health. The monsoon ridge breaks down by mid to late
September, and westerly winds return as the Bermuda High weakens and retreats to the
southeast.
Across the monsoon domain, summer precipitation exhibits coherent, subregional variability on interannual timescales. No single index is ideal for characterizing
conditions across the entire domain, but several studies have used types of principal
component analyses to identify the spatial extent of these sub-regions (Comrie and
Glenn, 1998; Gutzler, 2004; Gochis et al., 2009). The spatial extent of monsoon subregions has been fairly consistent between studies that used slightly different approaches
and datasets. Most recently, the North American Monsoon Experiment (NAME) defined
monsoon sub-regions in the Southwest as follows: “Region 2: Arizona from the
Mogollon rim region southward to approximately 30º north latitude and from the
continental dived in western New Mexico to the low desert region west of Phoenix;
Region 3: New Mexico from the continental divide eastward to the Texas-Oklahoma
border; Region 7: Mouth of the Colorado River and low deserts of California, Nevada
and Arizona; Region 8: Four Corners region of the Colorado Plateau”
(http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/name/documentation/NAME_Forecast_Forum.pdf,
accessed 15 July 2013).
The monsoon ridge is likely the major factor responsible for variability between
the core sub regions 2 and 3 (Comrie and Glenn, 1998; Carleton and Carpenter, 1990).
This high-pressure center, which acts as a steering mechanism for moisture advection and
also influences convective instability, has been consistently cited as a driver of summer
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precipitation variability in the region (e.g., Diaz and Namais, 1983; Carleton and
Carpenter, 1990; Comrie and Glenn, 1998; Higgins et al., 1999; Higgins and Shi, 2000;
Castro et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2005; Grantz et al., 2007). To generalize, when the
Bermuda High is more intense and shifted northward over the Four Corners, the ridge
becomes more meridional, and moisture is advected into the Southwest, so Arizona and
New Mexico sub regions have wetter monsoons. When the pressure is less intense and
the anticyclone is stretched zonally and displaced to the south, it blocks moisture
advection and monsoons are drier. When the ridge is shifted east, Arizona and Northwest
Mexico have wetter monsoons and New Mexico and Mexican Plateau are drier. When the
ridge is shifted west, conditions are opposite.
Novel potential exists for studying spatial and temporal variability in monsoon
paleoclimate. Recent research has revealed centennial to millennial timescale variability
in monsoon paleoclimate (e.g., Barron et al., 2010; Asmerom and Polyak, 2007). These
results suggest that like other Northern Hemisphere monsoon systems, the relative
influence and spatial extent of the North American monsoon was enhanced during times
of increased summer insolation over the mid-latitudes, as during the mid-Holocene. For
the study of interannual to multidecdal monsoon variability, the greatest potential resides
in tree-ring records, which are precisely dated and can be seasonally resolved. Monsoonspecific climate information is not available from annual-resolution tree ring records
(Griffin et al., 2011). Nor is it embedded in the North American gridded summer PDSI
reconstructions (Cook et al., 2010), which only reflect cool-season precipitation
variability in the Southwest (St. George et al., 2010). However, parsing annual ring width
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into discrete measurements of anatomically distinct earlywood width (EW) and latewood
width (LW) can produce sub-annual chronologies with season-specific climate
information. Importantly, measurements of LW can contain monsoon-specific
precipitation signal (e.g., Meko and Baisan, 2001; Therrell et al., 2002).
A systematic network of tree-ring LW chronologies for the Southwest has been
under development since 2009. As available, the LW records were used to produce
monsoon precipitation reconstructions for various areas in the region (Stahle et al., 2009;
Faulstich et al., 2012; Griffin et al., 2013; Woodhouse et al., 2013; Woodhouse and
Griffin, 2013). The chronology network was recently completed, and the proxy records
are well distributed across the core and fringe regions of monsoon influence in the
Southwest (Figure C2). This paper presents the full dataset and employs a suite of
exploratory data analyses to address the following research question: Can this tree-ring
dataset provide information about the spatial and temporal variability of the monsoon in
the Southwest over past centuries? Sub questions that follow include: How does common
signal strength in the LW chronologies vary across the network? How does seasonality of
the LW climate response vary across the network? What are the leading modes of
spatiotemporal variability in LW and how do they compare to monsoon climate?
In addressing these questions, the present study aims to characterize the
significance of the new LW chronology network for the study of spatial and temporal
variability in monsoon paleoclimate. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the tree-ring and climate datasets. Section 3 details the methods used to
diagnose chronology signal strength, climate response seasonality, and modes of
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spatiotemporal variability. Section 4 presents the results and offers discussion in the
context of monsoon climate. Conclusions are summarized in the final section.

2. DATA
Tree-ring data used in this study represent the first systematic network of subannual earlywood width (EW) and LW chronologies for the southwestern U.S. and Baja
California. The network includes 35 chronologies of Pseudotsuga menziesii (PSME) and
15 of Pinus ponderosa (PIPO) that are well distributed across those species’ ranges and
the core area of monsoon influence in the Southwest. Also included are single
chronologies of Pinus jeffreyi (PIJE), Pinus lambertina (PILA), and Abies concolor
(ABCO) from the Sierra de San Pedro Mártir in Baja California of Mexico. Production of
this dataset was leveraged on historic tree-ring sampling sites and related collections
housed in the archives at the University of Arizona Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.
From 2004–2011, update collections were made at 53 sampling sites across the region
(Table C1; Figure C2). At each site, two cores were collected from approximately 20
trees. As advocated by prior studies suggesting that latewood width variability is in
overage individuals (e.g., Stahle et al. 2009), the new collections were stratified to
included young (approx. less than 150 years), middle-aged (approx. 150–250 years), and
old (approx. over 250 years) individuals. The new specimens were carefully prepared and
cross-dated with methods standard in dendrochronology (e.g., Glock, 1937; Douglass,
1941; Stokes and Smiley, 1968). Numerical EW and LW chronologies were developed
with the protocol described by Griffin et al. (2011). For both the new and archived
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specimens, EW and LW were measured to an accuracy of 0.001 mm. Crossdating and
measurement accuracy were verified using COFECHA (Holmes, 1983). The complete
dataset includes 948,077 rings from 4,377 radii representing approximately 2,200 trees
(Table C2).
Ring-width measurements were standardized to remove the influence of tree
allometry, to remove the low-order persistence theorized to be of biological origin, and to
isolate common signal theorized to be of exogenous origin (Cook, 1987). For detrending,
a cubic-smoothing spline (Cook and Peters, 1981) with a frequency response of 0.5 at a
wavelength of 100 years was fit to each time series. Ring-width indices were calculated
as the ratio of the ring-width measurement to the value of the fitted curve in each year.
“Residual,” pre-whitened indices were computed using autoregressive modeling to
remove pooled autocorrelation for each time series (Box and Jenkins, 1976; Meko, 1981).
Then, indices of “adjusted” LW (hereafter “LW”) were calculated as the residuals of each
LW index series regressed onto the respective EW index series (Griffin et al., 2011). This
step is necessary to remove the LW dependence on antecedent EW and isolate the
variability unique to LW (Meko and Baisan 2001). Site-level chronologies of EW and
LW were computed as the robust bi-weight mean value function of all ring-width indices
for a given year (Cook et al., 1990), unless fewer than six specimens were available, in
which case a simple median index was calculated.
Climate data used in this study come from a gridded climate product developed
by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The monthly total
precipitation and mean temperature dataset was derived from instrumental station records
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and was interpolated to a regularized 0.5º grid with a terrain-sensitive algorithm. The data
covers North America and is available for the period 1895–2010. Basic comparison with
the more finely resolved 0.4º gridded PRISM product (Daly et al., 2008) indicates strong
similarity between the two datasets, although PRISM is not available for Mexico. No
publication currently describes the production of the NOAA dataset, although it is
available upon request (Richard Heim, personal communication), and has been used in
other published studies (e.g., Cook et al., 2010; Castro et al., 2012; Griffin et al., 2013).
All climate and tree-ring analyses described below focus on the period 1896-2004, which
is the maximum temporal window common to all data.

3. METHODS
Large sample replication is one facet of dendrochronology that facilitates
assessing the strength of signal common between individual trees at each site. Sample
size in tree-ring collections typically declines in earlier portions of a tree ring record, and
this assessment is useful for interpreting robustness of the proxy dataset over time. Three
basic statistics were used to characterize signal strength inherent to the tree-ring
chronologies. Correlation between EW and unadjusted LW was calculated at the tree
level and scaled to the site level (median value) to serve as a basic metric for degree of
LW dependence on EW. The effective chronology signal statistic (𝑟eff ; Briffa and Jones,
1990; equation 3.43), computed as the site level mean of each possible between tree
correlation coefficient, was used to summarize the strength of the common EW and LW
growth signal at each site. The expressed population signal statistic (EPS; Briffa, 1984;
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Wigley et al., 1984) was used to determine the number of trees needed to capture the sitelevel hypothetical population growth signal for EW and LW. The year when the routinely
employed 0.85 EPS threshold was reached was also determined with a moving window
analysis.
The relationship between each LW chronology and monthly climate from the
nearest 0.5º gridpoint was explored using SEASCORR (Meko et al., 2011). Exploratory
analysis indicated that precipitation was the primary factor limiting tree growth, so in
SEASCORR, precipitation was selected as the primary factor and maximum temperature
was selected as the secondary factor. Maximum temperature was selected because recent
research found it to be superior to mean or minimum temperature in predicting tree-ring
growth in the Southwest (Williams et al., 2013), and exploratory analysis with the LW
chronologies showed similar results. Correlations with precipitation and partial
correlations with maximum temperature (controlling for significant co-variation between
the two climate variables) were computed for individual months ranging from prior
August through current September. Confidence intervals on the correlation and partial
correlation coefficients were computed through Monte Carlo resampling with
perturbation of tree-ring series using exact simulation (Meko et al., 2011). Correlations
with precipitation and partial correlations with temperature exceeding the α=0.05
threshold were considered statistically significant (hereafter “correlation”). To simplify
interpretation of the results, hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis was used to
produce groups of chronologies with similar sensitivity to local monthly climate. This
approach, informed by Fritts (1974), followed the exact methods of Kipfmueller and
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Salzer (2010). Correlations (precipitation) and partial correlations (temperature) for the
window from prior August through current September were categorized as significant
positive (+1), non-significant (0), and significant negative (-1). The similarity of reclassified climate response was calculated for each possible pair of as one minus the
Jaccard coefficient, which is the percentage of nonzero coordinates that differ. To
preserve Euclidean distances, the similarity matrix was converted to a dissimilarity
matrix by subtracting the square root of the difference between the similarity coefficients
and one. Ward’s minimum variance criterion was used to calculate the distance between
sites and to produce the dendrogram. A qualitatively determined distance cutoff of 3 was
used to delineate the distinct groupings of climate responses for the LW chronologies.
Principal components analysis was performed the correlation matrix of LW
chronologies. Varimax rotation, an approach that maintains orthogonality between the
components but often produces patterns that are more interpretable than in unrotated
factor analysis, was performed on a subset of components. The Kaiser criterion of
eigenvalues > 1.0 and qualitative assessment of the scree plot that illustrates the
eigenvalue for each principal component were used to determine how many principal
components to retain for rotation. Loadings (analogous to correlations) on the rotated
principal components (RPC) were mapped by site to characterize regional groupings of
the time series. To characterize the magnitude and spatial pattern of the climate response
for the leading modes of LW variability, RPC time series “scores” were correlated
against seasonal precipitation totals at gridpoints across the Southwest. The season for
correlation was informed by results from the climate response sensitivity analysis.
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4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1. Chronology Signal Strength
Latewood width is consistently dependent on EW, and removing this dependence
can enhance the monsoon precipitation signal (Meko and Baisan, 2001; Griffin et al.,
2011). The median EW-LW correlation reflects the degree of this independence, which
varies widely across the study area (0.14–0.65; Figure C3a). Sites with lower (higher)
coefficients exhibit a higher (lower) degree of variability unique to LW. When mapped
(Figure C3a), results illustrate a strong spatial pattern punctuated by a dipole with notably
weak EW-LW correlations in the “Sky Island” mountain ranges of southeastern Arizona
and the strongest correlations in PSME chronologies of the greater Four Corners region
(Figure C3a). This pattern is approximately inverted to that of the relative contribution of
the monsoon to annual precipitation totals (Figure C1). Lower EW-LW correlations in
the south and higher in the north provides suggests that LW varies more independently
where the monsoon has a greater influence.
When the latewood adjustment is performed on individual time series (Griffin et
al., 2011) effective chronology signal can be calculated for the adjusted latewood
chronology. This is not possible when the adjustment is made with site level chronologies
(Meko and Baisan, 2001; Stahle et al., 2009). Effective chronology signal in LW ranges
from 0.15–0.55 (Figure C3b), while that of EW ranges from 0.51–0.84 (Figure C3c). This
result indicates that LW is systematically noisier than EW. EW exhibits little spatial or
species-specific variability, but LW shows a clear spatial pattern with the highest 𝑟eff
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values for PSME in the Sky Islands and the lowest values for PSME in the Four Corners
region. PIPO values are generally lower but more consistent than those from PSME.
These results are consistent with prior findings (Griffin et al., 2011; Brice et al., 2013),
but paint a more comprehensive picture.
The number of trees required for LW to reach meet the EPS criteria of 0.85 ranges
from five to 30, while EW chronologies require only two to seven trees. On average per
site, LW chronologies must have three and a half times the number of trees required for
EW to reach EPS ≥ 0.85. Compared to EW and total ring width records from the
Southwest, massive replication may be required for capturing the hypothetical LW signal
at an individual site. Fortunately, most of the chronologies in the current LW network are
heavily replicated. Only six of the 53 chronologies never reach the EPS cutoff (Table
C2). Another important point is that routinely, sample size is robust in recent decades and
declines as fewer trees are represented back through time. The “critical year” when the
EPS criterion is first satisfied is, on average, 128 years later for LW than for EW.
Arguably, the period when a single LW chronology should be interpreted as a robust
proxy record should be truncated accordingly. In practice, most climate reconstructions
draw on multiple chronologies and this is not a major issue.

4.2. Climate Response Seasonality
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Seasonality of the LW precipitation response was found to be distinct from that of
EW chronologies. LW is positively correlated with precipitation during the warm season
and is not systematically correlated with cool season precipitation. LW temperature
correlations were negative and centered on summer months but were much less consistent
than the precipitation response. In contrast, EW chronologies were positively correlated
with precipitation during the cool season and negatively correlated with temperature in
prior fall and current spring. This climate response is strong and robust, with little species
or spatial variability, and is virtually identical to that of total ring width chronologies
(Williams et al., 2013). In contrast, subtle but important differences were detected in the
LW climate response seasonality. The LW climate response is of greater interest here
since it contains monsoon sensitivity not previously available in annual resolution
chronologies.
Cluster analysis produced six groups of LW chronologies based on similarity of
climate response (Figure C4). The number of groups is sensitive to the distance cutoff,
but the result nonetheless serves to organize the results and simplify interpretation. Most
PSME and PIPO chronologies exhibit strongest correlation with precipitation in July.
Across the study area, monsoon onset usually occurs prior to the end of July; thus a July
precipitation correlation represents a response to the monsoon. Chronologies in Group I
(all PSME) have strongest correlations in July and weaker but significant correlations
with precipitation in June and temperature in July. These chronologies are from New
Mexico or southern Arizona, where June occasionally sees warm season precipitation in
association with monsoon onset. Chronologies in Group II (all PSME) are consistently
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and strongly correlated with precipitation in July and temperature in May and July.
Chronologies in Groups IV, V, and VI (all species) are consistently correlated with
precipitation in July and August but have variable summer temperature correlations.
Uniquely, the Baja California chronologies (in Group VI) exhibit strongest correlations
with August precipitation. That region is dominated by cool-season precipitation (90% of
annual total) but does consistently receive precipitation in August.
Obvious outliers from the rest of the network are the LW chronologies clustered
into Group III, whose precipitation correlations are strongest in June and relatively weak
in July. These chronologies are mostly PSME and are all from the broader Four Corners
region, where monsoon onset does not occur until late July or even early August (Higgins
et al., 1999; Liebmann et al., 2008). This climate response cannot be interpreted as
monsoon-specific, and rather corresponds to variability during the typically arid fore
summer month of June. This interpretation fits with findings by Fritts et al. (1965) who
observed that PSME LW growth at Mesa Verde, Colorado was complete by early to midJune. The lack of a dominant July precipitation response suggests that these trees
terminate LW formation prior to monsoon onset. As suggested by Faulstich et al. (2012),
these PSME LW chronologies may not be particularly useful for monsoon paleoclimate
reconstruction.
To clarify spatial and species patterns in the seasonal response, the correlation and
partial correlation coefficients were mapped by species and month from June through
September (Figure C5). In June, precipitation sensitivity peaks for PSME sites above 35º
(Group III sites in the Four Corners region). The strongest June precipitation correlation
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is evident at Guadalupe Peak in west Texas (site GPM). In July, most LW chronologies
reach their peak correlation with precipitation and temperature. July precipitation
correlations are strongest for PSME south of 35º and for PIPO north of 35º. For August,
precipitation correlations are relatively weaker across the network, except for the
aforementioned Baja California chronologies. A majority of PIPO sites but only a few
PSME sites exhibit sensitivity to August climate, and these PSME chronologies are
spatially confined to southeast Arizona and southwest New Mexico. This suggests that
PIPO continues forming LW during August, while most PSME concludes ring formation
in late July or early August. Observational analyses similar to those conducted at Mesa
Verde by Fritts et al. (1965) could clarify this inference. By September, LW correlations
with precipitation are not significant, except at four PSME sites where coefficients are
low and significance is likely spurious. A few PSME and PIPO sites have weak negative
correlations with September temperature, but it appears that the LW chronology network
does not consistently capture variations in September climate.

4.3. Leading Modes of Sub-Annual Tree Growth
The four leading principal components collectively account for 50% of the total
variance in LW chronologies. Individually, these components explained 29, nine, seven,
and five percent of the variance, respectively. Twelve LW components had eigenvalues ≥
1.0, but it is not realistic to expect that many modes of variability from the relatively
small study area. However, the scree plot revealed notable inflection points between the
first and second component and between the fourth and fifth components. The fifth and
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lower order components exhibited a monotonic decline in explained variance, suggesting
that four LW components be retained for Varimax rotation. Varimax rotation produced a
more even distribution of variance between the four RPCs, which subsequently account
for 14, 11, 16, and nine percent of the variance, respectively. Loadings of individual
chronologies on the RPCs exhibit strong regionality, as well as organization by species
(Figure C6). Gridded correlation between the RPC scores and seasonal precipitation
totals, informed by results from the previous section, also exhibit spatial patterns that are
largely discrete from one another (Figure C6).
Loadings on the first RPC were strongest for chronologies in the southwestern
part of the study area, specifically PSME sites in southern Arizona, the PSME and PIPO
sites from the Hualapai Mountains of western Arizona and the various species from the
Baja California (Figure C6). The first RPC scores exhibit very high correlations with
July-August precipitation (above 0.50) with gridpoints across a large area from Arizona
into northern Sonora, revealing a strong signature of monsoon precipitation influence on
these LW chronologies. The spatial pattern is quite similar to domain of NAME monsoon
region 2, with correlations falling off sharply near the New Mexico state line, the
Continental Divide, and the boundary with NAME monsoon region 3. Some of these
chronologies were key predictors in the recent reconstruction of June-August
precipitation for NAME region 2 (Griffin et al., 2013). These sites exhibit the lowest
EW-LW correlation and highest LW effective chronology signal (Figure C3).
The second RPC was dominated by PSME sites north of approximately 35º
(Figure C6). Loadings were strongest with those sites in the Four Corners region.
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Correlation between the second RPC scores and June-July precipitation illustrates a
relatively weak response, with maximum correlation restricted to a few gridpoints in
Northwestern New Mexico and the southwestern corner of Colorado. The gridded
precipitation correlations were stronger for June than July (not shown). Again, monsoon
onset does not occur in this area until late July or early August, and the chronologies with
maximum loadings on the second RPC are apparently not consistently sensitive to
monsoon precipitation. These are also the sites with the weakest LW chronology signal
(Figure C3).
The third RPC loadings were strongest with PSME chronologies south of 35º in
New Mexico and near the Arizona border (Figure C6). Several PIPO chronologies also
load strongly on this component. Correlation between the third RPC scores and June-July
precipitation is strong across much of southern New Mexico and west Texas. Monsoon
onset occurs in late June in this region, and this result is interpreted as clear signature of
monsoon precipitation. The spatial extent of this correlation pattern covers much of the
New Mexico sub region of the monsoon (NAME region 3; region 4 in Comrie and Glenn,
1998), with correlation coefficients falling off near the state line and NAME region 2
boundary.
The fourth RPC loadings are dominated by PIPO chronologies. In fact, 13 of the
15 PIPO chronologies in the network load most strongly on this component (Table 2).
This result indicates that PIPO LW shares variability that is distinct from PSME LW.
This may be the result of the more consistent and relatively stronger relationship with
August precipitation (Figure C5). Unlike the first three components, loadings on this RPC
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are not obviously regional, but rather are distributed across the extent of the PIPO site
locations. Correlation between the fourth RPC scores and July-August precipitation are
strongest with gridpoints across the Colorado Plateau in central Utah, northeast Arizona,
and western Colorado. Unlike the other RPCs, the regions of maximum precipitation
correlation and highest chronology loadings are not spatially coincident. This result is
somewhat puzzling, and further investigation is warranted. Nonetheless, this correlation
pattern does approximate the spatial extent of NAME region 8.
The first, third and fourth RPCs are dominated by chronologies that are robustly
sensitive to monsoon precipitation. The precipitation correlation field patterns, and to a
lesser degree the component loadings, are quite similar in terms of spatial domain to
monsoon sub-regions identified by several studies using instrumental data (Comrie and
Glenn, 1998; Gutzler, 2004; Gochis et al., 2009). This result suggests that during the
instrumental era, the regional modes of LW variability were similar to those of monsoon
precipitation. So the new LW chronology network reflects not just temporal variability in
monsoon precipitation, but also captures coherent spatial structures of monsoon climate.
As such, the data should be useful for assessing dominant modes and spatiotemporal
variability in monsoon paleoclimate.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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This study diagnoses common signal strength, climate response seasonality, and
dominant modes of variability in a new network of sub-annual tree-ring LW
chronologies. LW was found to be consistently noisier than chronologies from EW.
Implications from this result include requirements for considerably greater sample
replication through time and a truncated period for which individual LW records should
be interpreted as robust paleoenvironmental proxies. LW signal strength may serve as a
rough indicator of monsoon precipitation sensitivity. Most LW chronologies exhibited
strong relationships with monsoon-specific climate. Precipitation signal embedded within
the LW network is constrained to months from June through August, with little
sensitivity for September precipitation and inconsistent and weak sensitivity to
September temperature. Important spatial and species-specific patterns were detected in
LW precipitation responses. These findings could inform future efforts to reconstruct
monsoon precipitation. For example, in the lower latitudes of the study area, where
monsoon onset occurs in late June, PSME could be combined with PIPO to reconstruct
precipitation for the June-August period (as in Griffin et al., 2013 and Woodhouse and
Griffin, 2013). At higher latitudes, including the Four Corners region, PSME LW is most
sensitive to June precipitation, but monsoon onset is delayed until late July or even
August. As such, PIPO will be essential for reconstructing monsoon conditions in this
region (as in Faulstich et al., 2012). Gridded reconstructions of monsoon precipitation
should be possible, but such efforts should reconcile seasonal timing and spatial
variability of monsoon climate with that of the precipitation response in the available LW
chronologies. Spatial patterns in RPC loadings and gridded precipitation correlations
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illustrate strong and discretely regional coherence in LW. This tree-ring variability is
quite similar to that previously identified with instrumental observations of monsoon
precipitation. This means that the LW data reflects both temporal variability and spatial
structure inherent to monsoon climate during the relatively short instrumental period.
These results demonstrate that the new LW chronology network, which will soon be
made available through the International Tree-Ring Data Bank
(http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html, accessed 25 July 2013), could be useful
for assessing spatiotemporal variability in monsoon paleoclimate, something not possible
with any other monsoon climate proxy data currently available. Although beyond the
scope of the present study, such research could potentially improve understanding about
long-term phase relationships between the sub-regions and related variability in the
strength and position of the subtropical monsoon ridge.
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Table C1. Tree-ring chronology metadata.
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Table C2. Tree-ring chronology statistics.
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Figure C1.
Spatial influence of the summer monsoon, illustrated as the July-September fraction of
annual precipitation. Data for the U.S. is from the PRISM 0.04º product (Daly et al.,
2008), used to represent the fine-scale spatial variability of monsoon precipitation. Data
for Mexico is from the NOAA 0.5º product, used subsequently in this study.
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Figure C2.
Location, species, and site code for the network of EW and LW chronologies. For this
and subsequent figures, the graphical location of many sites has been modified slightly to
improve legibility.
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Figure C3.
Signal strength statistics, mapped for each chronology. Triangle size denotes magnitude
and color denotes species. (a) Site-level median EW-LW correlation. Effective
chronology signal for earlywood chronologies (b) and latewood chronologies (c).
Number of trees required to reach the 0.85 threshold of expressed population signal
(EPS) for earlywood (d) and latewood (e).
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Figure C4.
Dendrogram illustrating clustering of LW chronologies by site based on similarity in
terms of response to monthly climate from prior August through current September.
Monthly correlation with precipitation (b) and partial correlation with maximum
temperature (c) is illustrated for each site. Significant correlations (α=0.05) are colored
and non-significant correlations are gray. Species code (d).
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Figure C5.
Latewood correlations with precipitation (left) and latewood partial correlations with
temperature (right) for individual months from June (top) through September (bottom).
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Figure C6.
Latewood chronology loadings on the four Varimax rotated principal components (left)
and the correlation between the rotated component scores and varying warm-season
precipitation totals for grid points across the Southwest (right). The components are
ordered one through four from top to bottom. Correlations ≥ 0.19 exceed the α = 0.05
threshold.

